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MY EXPERIENCE AND CALL, V/ITH A
BRIEF SUMMA.RY OF SEVEN YEABS
LABOR IN CENTRAL INDIA.

CHAPTER I.

Conviction from Childhood.-Honest and Earnest but not saved. Clearly saved but Misinstructed. Short Term in College.
Received Clear Light.. . Entered the Ministry.

The writer, from his earliest reeollections,
was under deep conviction and many times experienced an intense longing in his heart to
know God. When but a mere child, the thought
of attending religious services,was often accompanied with a sense of profound dread and trepidation, and a church was to me a place of solemn awe. A sermon, delivered with the least
degree of the spirit of God, would frequently
make such lasting impressions upon my mind,
as to trouble me for many weeks. My tender,
throbbing heart at these times, would often
long to know how to be a Christian, but the secret of this happy life was not made fully
known to me until twenty-one years of age.
When a boy of seventeen, I attended a revi5
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val meeting at Talleyrand, Ia.,my home village,
conducted by a Quaker lady evangelist. Here,
accompanied by a younger sister and many associates, I went forward to seek the pardon of
my sins. At the altar, we were instructed to
accept the Lord by naked faith, and trust Him
to s-aveus.. This, I tried to do the best I could,
but without any positive evidence that the
work was done. From this time on, I testified
and prayed and tried to be a Christian. Of
course, a sense of relief was experienced in my
heart over the fact that I had made a start, and
was trying to do the best I could. I joined the
Methodist Church, and was baptized, and for
four years did and endured religion in full
obedience to all the light and instructions I
then had. Many times, however, I became
greatly distress·ed over my unsatisfactory and
seemingly fruitless Christian experience, and
the up-and-down life which I was then living.
The voice of conscience at these times would be
temporarily silenced by the thought, that the
life I w-as living ~orresponded favorably with
that of any other Ohristian I knew, and again
with ~enewed grit and very little grace, I would
push forward with an honest determination to
be a Christian.
When twenty-one years of age, I became powerfully cnnvicted and awakened to my true con-
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di1ion before God. This was largely brought
about through the bright experience and example of a younger sister, who about this time
was blessedly saved and lived and shone her
religion in our home. Having been previously
an avowed opposer of the doctrine and experience o-fHoliness, as a second, definite work of
grace, which my sister then claimed, I supposed it was this experience I ne,eded. .After a
three week's bitter struggle with the powers of
darknes's, in which my soul was exceedingly
tossed, my will was broken and I became an
earnest seeker, and soon obtained a definite
and bright experience. Here a complete separation from the world took plac,e in my life.
'Ihe love of the world and worldly pleasures,
was completely, eclipsed and replaced by the
great and new found joy which I experienced
in serving God. Myself, and all I had was
fully abandoned to His will and service, and for
one year, I lived at home with perfect victory
over sin, and a peace undisturbed.
Being at
this time without clear teaching upon the subject, I supposed that this new found joy and
victory over the world ,and sin, which I had
was Holiness,and being greatly pleased and satisfied with what I had found, did not question
this in the least, but proceeded to profess and
proclaim it wherever I went.

8
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Previous impressions, had many times, come

to me, during my life, that I would some time
have to preach the gospel.. These impressions
now developed into strong desire, which increased until a plain duty was involved. After
one bles-s·ed year at home, during which time I
spared no pains or sacrifice, in getting to and
assisting in every prayer meeting, Sabbath
school and other religious services I could, I
entered the Methodist College at Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa, to prepare myself for 1he ministry.
Shortly after entering this school, a band of
bright, fire-baptized young ladies eame to Mt.
Pleasant and began a stirring meeting in a hall
on the southwest eorner of the square.
On
hearing of this meeting, I decided at once to
attend, supposing it to be the Salvation Army.
On entering the hall the first night, I became at
once attracted by the bright, beaming faces of
these young evangelists.
They sang, prayed
and preached with a fervent zeal and fluency,
that got hold of me. At the close of the meeting. I bought a song book and asked them to
pray for me. After attending these services
for a short time, however, I discovered that, although I was saved and had perfect victory
over every sin, I lacked that mighty unction
and power and keenness of spirit which these
people all seemed to enjoy. Mter seriously
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questioning what this could mean for some
time, I made known my feelings to the workers, and found, on receiving a little clear instructions, and carefully studying the word of
God upon this subject, that what I had been
previously professing as holiness, was s-imply
good, sound Bible ju.stifieation, and, at the time
when I thought I was sanctified, I was merely
born of God, regenerated, or had passed from
death unto life, and that I was now saved and
victorious over all of my sins and fully abandoned to the will of God, on every point, was a
good candidate for holiness, a second, definite
work of grace, or the baptism of the Holy
Ghost. This seemed to let a flood of new light
upon my soul and set me to thin king and investigating.
·The soundness, as I soon discovered of this clear, logical teaching, was not only
demonstrated by the deep experiences and example of those wbo taught it, but was plainly
confirmed by the word of God. I had, as a
matter of cours-e, been previously taught that
justification was a sort of a sinning-and-repenting, up-and-down wilderness-route experience,
by which the general mass of church professors hoped to -get to Heaven, but that
wholly sanctified people were those who
professed to live without sin, and that it
wa-s t·his experience that saved and separated a
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soul from the world and sin, and helped them
to live lives fully consecrated to His will and
service. I had already joined this class, and
had lived more than one year under the odious
epithet of'' One of those sanctificationists, '' but
what was now undergoing a thorough revolution in my mind and heart (which is by the
way, of no small jmportance), was doctrine, or
my original views concerning these two important Bible experiences, and the plain teaching
of God's word in reference to the same. What
I already had, was clear and blessed, and every
soul which reaches a stage in ·experience, where
they are completely saved and separated from
the world and sin, and has victory over the
same, is in possession of something over which
angels rejoice, and the devil and a sinning, Goddishonoring church is hot on the track of every
such redeemed and blood-washed pilgrim, but
that many a conscientious soul, through false
and mystical teaching, at this point, mispronounce the word which designates such an experience is appallingly apparent.
This was
exactly my condition. There was no doubting
the experience which I already had, as far as
I had gone, but the trouble with me, as with
thousands of honest but misinstructed souls,
I needed to spell sanctification, J U S T I F IC AT I O N . That it is justification, the first
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work of grace and not sanctification the second,
that effects a complete separation from the
world and sin and gives trio mphant and eonsta.nt victory over the same, the word of God
plainly and emphatically affirms, as the following passages prove: In I. John 5 :4 we read,
that '' Whatsoever is born of God (not sanctified) overcomes the world.''
This passage is
speaking expressly, of the first state of grace,
and not the second, .and denotes a life of perfect
victory. Also in I. John 3 :9, 'Whosoever is
born of God ( the first state of grace) does not
commit sin,for his seed remaineth in him and he
cannot sin because he is born of God." We
further read, '' He that saith I know Him ( we
must know Him in the first state of grace) and
keepeth not His commandments, is a liar and
t"le truth is not in him.''
These passages have
no reference whatever to sanctification the second work of grace, but are defining th,e conditions of discipleship, oi- a personal savi.n-g
knowledge of the Son of God.
If every soul who professed religion
ould
come into the Kingdom, riding on some of thes·e
plain, distinctive passages, and would insist on
getting an experience in justification that
would enable them to measure up fully, and
undoubtedly to all they imply, and then go on
a~ the Lord let light shine and led them into
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the blessed experience of entire sanctification,
or a complete deliverance from the very traits
and roots of the "old man" of sin, we would
have more giants and fewer tottering, skimmilk babes and crooked church profess·ors in
our, yes, Holiness ranks today.
In pursuing this subject, we have consiclerably digressed from our original story. There
were, however, some beautiful nuggets of truth
out on these theological hills which we could
not resist picking while passing by. We will
again return to the sc me of conflict at Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa. The meeting in the hall c-0ntinued for several months and many souls were
wonderfully saved. The writer remained in
school until the close of the ye-ar, when it was
made definitely plain that his ·place was no loner in the schoolroom, but ou~ on the active
field winning souls. Our call to the regular
evangelistfo work had been growing very
strong, and a heavy burden for the same rested
upon our heart. We accordingly abandoned
our studies and entered the evangelistic field
on the first day o·f January, 1893, and in company wi1h two other young men began our first
meeting in a Congregational Church near a
small village thirty miles from Mt. Pleasant.

CHAPTER II.
God Blessing His Truth. Church Closed
Against us. A Long and Desperate
Struggle. Getting the Experience. A Glorious Revival.
In the little, inland, country church, the Lord
wonderfully blessed the preaching of His word
for three successive weeks, at which time a
num her of the leading members of the church
were at the altar seeking God. At this juncture, however, when the interest in the meeting
was very good and the congregations large, we
gathered at the church one fresh winter's night
to find the church door barred and the building
closed against us. The Official Board had met
and decided that this meeting could not be
continued in their church, lest their members
would all get religion and go to serving God.
A good, old Baptist deacon, was providentially
in the congregation on the outside of th.e door
and he invited us to his church two miles west,
where the doors were thrown wide open and
the fullest liberty given for a two month's bot
eampaign against sin. Shortly after the. above
incident occurred, the man who tumed the key
in th.at cbarch door was taken to the insane
11
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asylum and the building was afterwards sold
for a hay barn. .As in the case of the fig tree
of old, whicb bore no fruit, the Lord cursed
this vine and it immediately withered. In the
Baptist Church a numher of bright and influential people, were blessedly saved from wh:ieh
meeting one has gone as a missionary to I.adia,
some have died triumphantly and gone to glory,
and others are still living and shining for Je.
SUS.

Shortly afber tb.e close of this meeting, the
writer under the clear, searching light of the
Holy Spirit, obt iined that most blessed and
much longed for experience of entire sa,netifiea tion. This we had been seeking with great
earnestness, fasting and self-denial for several
months. So intens·e ,and desperate were we in
our desire to bring to the death the '' The old
man" of sin, that we fasted at times for four or
five days, praying for a whole day without getting off of our knees. On the 31st day of May,
after a long and desperate struggle with the
powers of darkness and unbelief, we entered
the promised land, and a eonsequent realm of
quiet and fat nomless rest which knew no
bounds. So deep and g] orious and all-eneom•
passing, was this wonderful work wrought in
our heart at this time, that not a. symptom ()r
sediment of the o]d carnal traits that onee stir-
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red in our heart, was left to trouble us. A
mighty river of peace, deep, majestic and rippleless :flowed through our soul, carrying upon
its placid bosom every chip of doubt and
fear and unbelief, leaving us bathed and
basking in the pure, white river of perfect love. With this clear and unmistakable
experience of death of the uold man" of sin,
came the mighty baptism of the Holy Ghost, a
blessed fullness and fitting for service. Realizing that we bad at last, entered ourselves into
this perfect and quiet rest, the time whie h we
had previously spent in prayer for ourselves
was now devoted in earnest intercession for others. A burning love and longing for perishing
souls took possession of us, and we felt in a
deeper sense than ever before, that our life
must be spent a sacrifice for souls.
Shortly after our thus, triumphant entrance
into the promised land of Canaan, we began
what proved to be one of the most deep and
glorious revivals we had ever witnessed in our
life. This meeting was held at Wayland, Iowa
a li'tJtle, moral, Meth.odist town, of about 400 inhabitants.
Here, the Methodists had recently
erected a large, new and fashionable church a
few blocks from the old one, which they vacated to move into the new, but in this, as in
many like cases, the Lord did not seem to eon-
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sent to ma:ke the change. The new church was
filled with pride, formalism, and little of God.
The old chur~h was a modest, commodious
building, with a capacity sufficient to accommodate between three and four h.un dred peo ..
ple. Here thre·e modest all d unassuming young
men began an enthusiastic meeting in the early
months of S' llmmer. As we began 1o eall from
house to house, and pray with the people, and
invite them to the meetings just begun, in the
old Methodist Church, many expr es·sed their
sympathy with the meeting, but were free to
state their pessimistic views, cone erning the
possibility of a revival in Wayland.
A num:ber
tdld us that Wayland had not boon visited with
a revival for many years, although some of the
best Methodist talent obtainable, had been employed at the place. Into a heavily timbered
pasture, just east of Wayland, we retired daily
and often in the still hours of the night, pleading with God for an old time outpouring of
His spirit, that would shake this place. After
one month of earnest prayer and fasting ,and
waiting on God, Wayland began to tremble.
The foundations of a formal, and back !llidden
Methodism, crumbled. and fell, and a number of
deeply convicted and trembling souls came
rushing to the altar. Not only Wayland, bn-t
the conn try for fifteen miles around was thOT-
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oughly stirred. The editors in three different
c·ountry towns, b-egan to publish this meeting.
S-ome said it was old time Methodism revi v·ed,
with all its old time power and glory, and others said it was fanaticism, and advised respectable people to stay a way. However, God was.
mightily moving upon the hearts of the people,
and souls came through at the altar almost ,every night, shouting and shining and leaping for
Joy. This meeting was in progress during the
hot and busy months of June and July, the most
busy tjme of all the year for farmers; yet, the•
house was of ten crowded until there was no
space for standing room obtainable, and the
windows and doors, and every other available
plac·e that could he occupied was crowded with
people. We stood in the door of our room an
hour before me,etin g, and counte-d on one road
alone leading into Wayland, as many as fifte.en
teams in a solid string, coming to att.e•nd this
meeting. Farmers and other laboring people,
would sit in the ,congregation until one o'clock
in the morning, watching the :glorious altar
seenes. Beek ers pleading and plowing their
way through until glory struck their -souls,
which many tjmes sent them boundin'g and
lea ping for joy. ·The Methodist pastor of 1h-e
new church, across the way, sat in the c ongregation and s'aw many of the leading mem hers
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and officials of his church come to this altar and
get gloriously converted to God. T1he pastorr
himself seemed almost persuaded to do the
same. He ven tu.red to the -altar several nights
under the pretense of helping t•o instruct others
how to find their Lord, but was soon so de-eply
swamped by the prayers and shouts of victory
and priaise, and the pleadings for mer,cy from
penitent sinners, that he in be,wilderment gave
up the job. This meeting continued for two
months and a half, without a bre.ak, during
which time, there were many most wonderful,
and remarkable c·onv,ersions. These people
were not believed or reasoned into these experiences, as is much of modern chaff, obtained
these days, branded even as holiness, but they
were held in repentance to the old fashioned,
unpopular route of restitution and confesston,
and a complete separation from sin and the
world, the only conditions upon which, this
pearl of great price, the v-ery first state of
grace can 1be obtained.
1

CHAPTER III.

Attending Camp-Meeting at Mt. Pleasant-.
Strong Impressions Concerning Foreign
Field. Taking the Fever. God's
Blessing. Remarkable Restoration Without Dru.gs.
Tbe writer, much. worn in body, left the Wayland meeting, about the 25th of July t,o attend
a Holiness camp me-eting at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
This was a precious and powerful meeting and
proved a great spiritual uplift to us. On this
camp ground came to the writer, the first .strong
impressions, that complete and full obedience•
to all the will of God, would mean to him some
day a foreign field. These clear, but solemn
impressions, were humbly and willingly entertained, and we promised God, that when the
time came, we were ready, little realizing what
the full fruition of such a call, and the reisponsibility it was to bring, would mean to us. However, to do His whole will was our rne,at and
drink, and the constant and only joy of our life.
While on this camp ground, we contracted,
what afterwards proved to- be a very serious
type of typhoid fever. The first visible symptoms of this malady appeared one evening while
19
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out in the timber praying. This was about sun
down, when becoming very tired, being worn
and much exhausted in body, we unthoughtedly
lay down on the grass and s,oon fell asleep.
From the dampness of the ground and the dew
which was then fa Hing, we contracted a very
heavy cold. From this came the loss of appetite, sleepless nights, and dis tressing pains in
back and head, which proved unmistakable
signs of what a waj ted us. A few days later on,
about August 15, we left Mt. Pleasant for Columbus, Ohio, where we were to assist in another meeting. Although ~apidly succumbing
to the disease which was now preying upon our
body, we made eve,ry possible effort to throw it
off, by aggressively and prayerfully resisting it.
We labored incessantly, calling and praying
with the people, and preaching almost every
night, with an increasing temperature, until it
re:ached 104 1-2. During this time every thing
was done that could. be done by kind friends to
find and prepare me special food, fruit, etc., to
tempt my appetite and get me to eat. After two
weeks of earnest and united prayer special
kindness and a personal ha ttle against this disease, we were obliged to succumb and go to
heel..
Though suffering much in body, and spending
almost sleepless nights, the power of God ,so
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rested upon us, and his inexpressible glory and
presence so filled our heart, that we hardly
knew at times whether we were in the body or
out. We were carried clear away at times into
the deepest and sweetest meditation and anticipation of His coming to take us home. This
proved, however, not to be His will, and our
siickness was the beginning of a prolonged and
sp-ecia1 testing and preparation for greater service. This peculiar, fiery trfa 1 and testing,
which immediately followed our sickness, lasted many long months after our recovery, and
was providentially permitted to melt and mellow and fit us for the greater work to which He
afterwards called us. .After the above two
week's
bitter
-struggle
against
this approaching
disease, we were taken to the
home of kind friends in Columbus, where we
consented to take our bed. Our friends insisted that we be put under the best medical treatment at once, which we consented to do more
out of respect for our friends, than from any
special faith in the doctor. When the physician arrived., he took our tempe·rature, which
was 104 1-2. Be was greatly surprised on
learning that we had just abandoned our meetmgand had taken our bed that morning. This,
he said we had done just two weeks too late.
He said, there was no possible hope of breaking
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up the f.ever, without the very best of nursing.
He instituted a miniature apothecary shop by
our bedside .and directed that the medicine be
given to us regularly day and night. We faithfully followed his instructions for three days,
taking his medicine carefully, according to directions, the doctor calling to see us daily. After three days o,f submissive obedience and perfect resignation to the doBtor's care and treat ..
ment, we began to feel around for some visible
results to appear in our case. This we did not
discover. His sleeping powders took no more
effect than cold water.
Being strongly impres-sed that we should do so, we dismissed the
doctor at this ti me and took our case definitely to the Lord. The doctor informed us,
however, that we had little ,chance o:f life, and
in case we sihould recover, wie would in all
probability be a physical wreck the rest of our
lif~, if we discontinued medical treatment.
This did not swerve us in the least, however,
from our clear, God-given convictions, that God
wanted fo he-al us, and that it was His will to
do so. A company of God's precious saints
gather-e d around our b€d and prayed earnestly,
and unitedly, for the healing of our body, and
a complete r€storntion to health. In three
weeks from the aboiVe date we were again up
walking ,about and regaining strength rapidly.
1
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A f.ew days afteT our recovery to be alt h, the
same doctor was called to this home t:o see another young man who had just taken down
with the same form of typhoid fever, from
which we had just re.covered. When the doctor
arrived and saw us sitting up, dressed and free
from fever, he could not express his surprise,
as he took us by ·the hand and congratulated us
on our speedy and remarkable recovery. Our
restoration was perfect and complete, and the
writer never had better health in his life, than
he had for years after his r,ecovery from this
fever.

CHAPTER IV.

Going East. Two Years in the Mountains of
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Definite
Call to India. Married. Preparations
for the Foreign Field. On Board
the S. S. Rhynland for Bombay, India.
As soon as health would permit, we went
East where we spent two years in active evangelistic work in the mountains o'f Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. Our first meeting in those
regions was in the little mountain, mining town,
of Yauger Hollow, Pa. Here a precious and
powerful meeting was held in a small, oneroomed building, which had been previously
used as a blacksmith shop. Yauger Hollow, si.tuated in the valley between two high mountains,
was inha,bited mostly by miners of dense spiritual ignorance. These simple-hearted but accessible mountaineer folks, accepted the gospel
most readily, aud our rustic little meeiting house
was soon taxed beyond its limits, and could only accommodate -a small portion of the people
who gathered to hear the preaching of the
word of God. 'The altar was soon cro w.ded
with penitent seekers, and almost this entire
24
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little mining town was swept into the Kingdom
of God. A large church was afterwards built
at this place, and a class of about eighty firebaptized pilgrims were taken into the church.
A. number of young preachers entered the work
from this place. A timid and unassuming
young girl of a bout fifteen years of age, made
her way through the press of people, and bowed
at the altar in the early beginning of the meeting. God spoke peace to her soul and she arose
and distinguished herself for years as a steady
and successful missionary in India. A middle
aged man, in company with fifteen other seekers, came to the altar one night and began earnestly seeking God. The great earnestness and
intensity with which this penitent man, especially began seeking, soon attracted our attention. He wept, 'prayed and sweat, with hands
outstretched toward heaven, and with an intensity of soul faat would have soon won the
Kingdom, had there been nothin in his way.
This he co o.tinued to do, for more than one
week, but still was not saved. We urged and
entreated him to make right every wrong, confess his sins and make a clean breast of every
thin 1g that hindered God from "Coming into his
soul. This he insisted, he had done, and he
would have been accepted and praised as a
bright convert at most modern a1tai"S. He was
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held, however, to thorough and definite confession, and restitution, and with the thong ht
impressed upon his mind, that when he got it,
he would know it, as well as would others. .Alter ten nights of earnest and continued seeking,
during which time nearly a score of other souls
were blessedly saved at t a.e altar,this man came
to the writer one early morning with a broken
heart and with a statement on his lips to the
effect that he had a confess ion to make that
would s,end him to the penitentiary if he made
it public. We insisted that he face it openly
and honorably and make a clean confession of
the whole matter and leave the consequence
with God, assuring him that it would pay him
a thousandfold to gain heaven, though it be
by the way of the penitentiary, rather than lose
his soul ,and face his sins at the judgment,
where there would be no possible hope of making them right. After encouraging him to be
strictly faithful to the leadings of the Holy
Spirit, and assuring him that our prayers would
unitedly go up in his behalf, that God would
give him grace and strength, and work all
things out to his glory, he left us with a promise that he would confess and make it right as
:far as lay in his power. The man whom he had
wronged and with whom he had not spoken for
a number of years, lived up on the mountain
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side. As he went tremblingly, up the mountain
to face his enemy, he did not know what awaited him, but urged on by the terrible load of
guilt and sin, which weighed him down, he felt
that no price would be too great for freedom
and for the assurance that his sins were forgiven and his heart was right with God. He approached the house and rapped at the door.
The man of the house appeared and was astonished to see him, but melted by divine providence as his form er enemy began in tears to
confess his wrong and beg his forgiveness he
extended his hand and willingly forgave him
all. In the act of taking up this cross (the last
and only thing that kept his soul out of the
Kingdom), the burden of sin that instant rolled
from his heart, and he was filled with the inexpressible glory and presence of the Lord. He
returned down the mountain leaping and shouting for joy, and came to the meeting that njght
a bounding in the love of God. He was th~ fir~t
one on his feet to testify to the wonderful
things the Lord had done for him, not only in
saving him from the 'power, but from the natural consequencees and results of sin.
Shortly after our entering this eastern field
of labor the Lord began to talk to us definitely
about the foreign field. A young man directly
from India assisted us several weeks in a meet-
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ing at Fairview, Pa., whom the Lord used to impress and stir us up much, in regard to the
needs and nature c,f the work in that dark and
needy field. From this on, we began to pray
and consider seriously the matter of our going
to India as a missionary, though having never
unburdened our heart to any one as yet ·concerning the matter.
At Fairview, the Lord
gave m: a precious revival, and about twenty
11ouls were blessedly and brightly converted.
Some as clear and wonderful conversions as we
ever witnessed were seen in this meetin~.
Among those who sought and obtained this
priceless pearl in a most definite manner, was
an intelligent and remarkably bright little girl
of eleven years, who in company with a number of others, came to the altar one night and
began ·earnestly seeking God. This little girl
soon bega:o groaning and repenting and praying like some great and well matured sinner.
For nearly one hour she cried unto God with
groanings and pleadings that were remarkable
and touching, while the big penitent tears flowed freely down her cheeks as she begged God
in repentance and humility to forgive her sins
and save her soul. The eyes of the whole congrega t'ion were soon fixed intent[y upon this
little girl, and many were weeping all over the
house. After nearly one hour of the deepest
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and most thorough and intelligent repentance
and c.onfession, she broke out in to an experience of inexpressible glory and sunshine, a 'ld
she instantly jumped to her feet, with her face
shining like an angel, she began dancing and
clapping her hands and shouting for joy. She
danced and shouted and clapped her hands for
fully ten minutes, when she sat down on the altar and began testifying and shouting and exhorting the congregation in language that wa:!
wonderful and surprising.
This she continued
until there was scarcely a dry eye in the audience. Her unsaved father, who lived several
squares from the meeting, had been informed
by some one what had happened to his daughter, and he came to the church to see what it
all meant. .As he entered the door, his little
daughter, with not the slightest symptom of
embarrassment
or timidity began addressing
her father in the most wonderful words. He
stood there smiling and confused and visibly
wrought upon. The me-eiting was turned over
to this little girl for fully one-half hour, during
which time sihe never ceased shouting and testifying and praising God, and exhorting the people to seek her Savior. We finally closed the
meeting at a late hour, but this did not interropt this ~hild 's ceaseless flow of praise. She
walked down the street praising God at
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the top of her voice. She had two unsaved
brothers at home, both of whom were proud
young school teachers, also some worldly r,elati ves were visiting at their home at this time.
She went to each one of them personally and
addr-esse d. them in touching words and shouted
and testified in their presence. They finally
put her to bed but she kept the whole hous•ehold
awake unti1 one o'clock in the monring, with
her spontaneous and ceaseless flow of u ncontrollable praise and rejoicing. Two of her older sisters,in company with a number of other
bright young people, were als·o saved in this
meeting. A neat little church was built at this
place and dedicated to God. A solid clas-s of
bright, blessed pilgrims was or,ganized and a
clean, promising work turned over to the conference.
After the close of this meet inig, we spent four
months laboring in the beautiful mountain regions of West Virginia. Here we preached to
some of the most old-fashioned, simple, though
6 enerous-hearted people we had ever met in
our life. Our first meeting was held at Grafton, where fifteen souls prayed through into
clear and definite •experiences. We filled several appointments for some time out in the rural, mountain regions, a·bout ten miles fr.om
Grafton. We spent a number of the most profi ...
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table and intensely interesting
weeks among
these old-fashioned, mountaineer folks of the
country. A more ho.spita ble, home-like and
clever-b earted people could scarce be found
than inhabit these southern mountain regions.
Wild and tame fruits of almost every variety
a bound in these fertile mountains. Persimmons,
chestnuts and other varieties •Ofnuts grow in
great ablllldance. The soil ds rich and many
of the people live in general ease, simplicity
and great ignorance.
Hard-shell Baptist and ''Water-religion''
Campbellites, gave us no little amount o·f trouble in these parts. We preached in one settlement where the Campbellites were very strong,
and the little chapel where the Methodist Holiness people had been worshiping for some time,
was suddenly burned down, and the threat went
abroad over the neighborhood, that the man
who attempted to rebuild it would be shot. The
chapel stood in a beautiful, shady grove, and
-we preached for a considerable length of time
at eleven o'clock Sunday mornings under the
shade of the trees. One staunch friend of these
meetings brought his family to church Sunday
mornings on a load of lumber, which was immediately arranged in the grove for ·seats, and
after the meeting the lumber was reloaded and
hauled back to his home again. Lumber, or
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anything else of value, left in the grove, would
either be destroyed
or stolen, so bitter were
so me against the preaching of sound, Bible
truth and the propagation of practical salvation
among the people. There were, however, a
number of blessed, spiritual
people in these
parts, who loved and rejoiced in the truth and
endorsed the plainest preaching .
.After four months we bid adieu to many
dear friends and ar:!quaintances which we form ..
ed in these parts and returned to Pennsylvania.
The experience and associations of the above
four months made lasting impressions upon my
heart, much of which remains bright and vivid
until the present day .
.A plain call to India was now ringing througlh.
my s·oul, and we soon settled it definitely that
we would go, although how and when we were
to go, was not ma de plain to us. Through fear
and trembling and some severe testings fr·om
the enemy, we made known our call to lTIdia, to
but a few up to this present time.
At Brownstown, Indiana, a few months later,
while busily engaged in meetings at that place,
the Lord revealed unto us our counterpart in
the great work to which He had called us, in
the person of a solid young preacher, Miss
Della Turner, of College SpriTigs, Iowa, Miss
·Turner being one of Uwse young evangelists,
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wbo opened the meeting at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
which was instrumental in the hands of God, in
leading us into a deeper experience and into
the work of God. Having had no previous intimatj on whatever, as to whether or not sh.e
had any convictions concerning the foreign
field, we resolved not to take any steps in the
matter until it was made definitely plain to us
that our convictions were from God, which convictions were emphatically confirmed a few
weeks later by the intelligenee that Miss Turner had already experienced a prolonged and
triumphant .struggle over a call to India, and
that she was at that time preparing for the
neld. Six months later, after clear and unmistakable leadings, we were happily united in
marriage at Colle,ge Springs, Iowa, after which
we began immediate arrange ments for our futrue work in that far away land. After spe-.1ding two weeks visiting among friends and relatives in southwestern Iowa, we proceeded on a
special missionary tour from Iowa to eastern
Pennsylvania, for the purpose of raising funds
and awakening an interest in the missionary
cause. God gave us many precious and profitable meetings and raised up marry friends in different parts of the country, who stood by the
work in future years. A few months off 11rther
9,peeial preparation
and waiting
on God,
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brought us to the time when we were to bid
farewell to home and friends and sail for those
distant shores, the cross at this time having e-ntirely disappeared and was more than replaced
by an enthusiastic and longing desire to get to
our post and enlist in the great work in that
dark and needy field. After a number of stirring farewell missionary meetings,and some impressive parting scenes with friends and loved
ones in th-e homeland, we boarded the S. S.
Rhynland, of the Red Star Line, at Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 2nd, 1897, arriving at Bombay,
India, on the 28th day of 1he following November.

No. r.-A

Modern

Ocean

Vessel.

CHAPTER V.

Our Departure. Sea Voyage and its Significance. Safe Arrival on India's Shores.
Our last farewell meeting on American soil,
was held at 552 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Indiana, and a few hours later we were on
board an eastbound train, speeding at the rate
of fifty miles an hour for the beautiful Quaker
city on the banks of the Delaware. We arrived
at the a hove place on schedule time and proc-eede-d at once, to the ship Company's office
where our business was attended to and preparatory arrangements made for a speedy departure for shores beyond the sea. We went
on board the beautiful, majestic ocean vessel,
'' Rhynland, '' at noon Oct. 2nd., leavin-g the
port at two o'clock in the afternoon. Tb.is hour
had been looked forward to with great antfoipation and patience, for many months, and we
were now rejoicing in a full realization of the
c,rowning hope and joy of our lives, that of being counted worthy of bidding adieu to all that
was dear to us and sailing for distant shores
to preach the gospel to tbose in heathen darkness across the sea. We were soon safdy ,and
comfortably settled in our beautiful and con35
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ve-nient cabins, and were deeply interested in
the sights and scenes with which we were surrounded.
Two hour.s quickly passed and the
time for our departure was at hand. Witb
calm and quiet hearts, we watched with intens•e
interest the great rush and excitement which
characterizes the last few moments on board
a ship, preparatory to the departure for a long
sea voyage.
At the Commander's orders the decks are
now speedily cleared of everything and everybody not prepared for this trip across the watery deep. The last gong has sounded, the gang
plank lifted, ropes loosened and the keen, ear•
splitting sound of a massive whistle now tells
us that we are free from the sh-ore and that all
ropes and lines and connections, have been entirely disconnected, and we are bound for another clime. The powerful and ponderous engines start, the mighty propellers revolve, casting up mud and water and our great and state•
ly ocean monster is now moving majestically
forward, while native shores,homeland,and loved
ones, are receding fast in the distance. The
scenes which thus surround a ship ladened with
friends and loved ones as they weep and wave
their handkerchiefs, embrace and part, amid
sobs and deep sighs, choking voices, and tearstained cheeks, with those whom they may
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never meet again, bes1peak more than our feeble pen can depict. The last sacred sound and
sight upon our beloved home shores, rapjdly
dies and fades beneath the mist and dim of the
distant horizon, and we are nnw headed with
a full steam for the great and swelling ocean.
With moistened eyes and a full heart we take
the last farewell glimpse of those far away, fading shores,and then turn with a deep and quiet
rest, which God's abiding peace alone, can give,
and cast our affections and hopes toward those
distant climes to which in o bedienee to IDs
plain and unmistakable call we are hound.
The following day finds us far out upon a
swelling, rurging sea. 'The waves are roaring
and dashing high, and breaking in.to myriads
of spraying, splashing, surging whitecaps,
which appear like monster white fowls, swimming and swaying, swiftly upon the bosom of
the great stormy deep. Many of our passengers are now giving themselves up unreservedly
to the tortures and terrors -of good, old-fashioned ocean illness, a peculiar and ind escri ba ble sensation which must be personally experienced in o~der to be appreciated, an irresistible something which seems to take all the
boldness, and
braveness,
and everything
that 1s strong and proud and fastidious,
out of
people
so
suddenly that you
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are surprised how quickly the reformation
can be wrought. You will notice on board a
ship as she steams out of 'harbor, the prominence of the gay, the proud, and the fashionable; but you watch these society dolls and
dudes, as the old vessel begins to groan, and
roll, and reel, and pitch, like some western
hroncho, and when the angry billows begin to
rise and leap and surge against the ship, and
the wild waves leap across the hurricane deck,
you will be impressed with, how suddenly, the
vanity and pride and paint and powder and superfluity of air and actions vanish. The situation is sometimes reduced to a scene both amusing and pitiful. The writer proved an exceptionally good sailor, and escaped with but a
few slight touches. He was therefore capable
of remaining out on deck and viewing so me
scenes which made a very lasting impression
upon him.
The storm is now over and we are enjoying
one of those bright and delightful days, accompanied with all the characteristic scenes and incidents, common to a calm and beautiful day at
sea. The scenes have changed and the unpleasantness of sea-sickness subsided with the storm.
The sun shines brightly over a beautiful, sparkling ocean, and nothing can be seen but a vast
body of restJess and moving water except a ship
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occasionally in the far distance. The monotony
of a constant and perpetual watery vision is
broken occasionally by la~ge fish jumping out
of the water and a mammoth whale now and
then playing near the surface, scenes which
awaken great interest and excitement among
curious and interested travelers upon the deep.
It is now Sabbath and we arise early and observe reverently and joyfully, our first real
Sabbath on the sea. The sun shines bright, and
the sea is sparkling and our hearts are abounding with the great love and presence of Him
who made the sea and land and all things that
are therein. No pen can describe the brightness and the glory and the beauty of this typical Sabbath on the sea. The glory of the brilliant sun, the beauty of the sparkling, glassy
sea, the vastness and immensity of this great
and apparently boundless body of water, impresses us with a faint idea of the limitlessness
of eternity, and the glory that will therein
shine. At 7 :30 in the evening we conduct religious services in the dining hall. The writer
enjoys liberty in talking to this pleasure-loving, though respe~table and attentive people
from the words "Ye must be horn again." On
the 13th of Octo her, after eleven days sailing,
we come in sight of the beautiful coasts of Ireland. We could see the large, massive rocks,.
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and the heautiful, green mountains, and many
supposed dwelling houses dotted over the hil:
sides, which scene was imposing and most refreshing to the eyes after being accustomed to
seeing nothing but water for so many days. We
made a brief stop at Queenstown, where a few
passengers disembarked.
The day following,
at 9 :30 a. m., we steam proudly into the beautiful and imposing harbor of Liverpool, England,
a very large and ancient city, internationally
famous for its great cotton market, factories,
-foundries, and general commercial importance.
After disembarking and passing the custom
house, we proceeded direct to the Nelson Hotel,
where we take up quarters for the present. We
are soon aware of the fact that we are in
the Old World, our mother land, the home of
many of our brave and sturdy fore.fathers, who
founded, fought for and established one of the
greatest and most renowned nations and repub1ics, on the face of the earth,-America,
a
brave, free, liberty-loving nation, whose prestige and influence commands the highest love
nnd respect and honor of all nations. We are
immediately impressed with the queer customs,
the quaint old buildings and the striking c-ontrast between the manners, methods, style and
mode of living, etc., of modern Englishmen and
.Americans. ·The buildings are low and ancient-
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looking, and everything seems strikingly slow
and clumsy, and awkward, and rude, in comparison with the neat and prim and fashionable
and lightning-like speed methods of America.
Street cars, vehicles and people, all tu:rn to the
left instead of the right when passing each otb.er, and a few amusing and embarrassing collisions with general customs must be encounter ..
ed by brisk and independent Americans, before
they awaken up to the fact that they are in a
new world. We adjust ourselves to new conditions as speedily as possible, but not without a
plain betrayal of the fact that we are foreigners
in a strange clime. The streets are Ion g and.
narrow and crooked, and many of them change
their name every time they change tiheir c our.se.
Street cars are two stories high and are so arranged as to carry :first, second and third. class
passengers, a custom :resulting from the hard,
c·old caste distinc1tions, which are so rigidly and
sternly drawn in England, and all eastern
countries. ·This distinct social, or caste dividing line, is felt and respected in every detail
and department of social and business life in
England.
Provisions are made f"Or it by law,
and society and custom exact a rigid observance of its demands wherever you go. It is no
uncommon thing to see cons·picuously displayed
over gates, leading to public parks, ·pleasure r-e-
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sorts, etc., notices with these words "No sol•
diers or dogs allowed in here.'' An implication
of the fa ct, at least, that society regards the
two as belonging to the same class. But we
must hasten on. Time and space forbid a de•
tailed account of all we see and bear and lea,rn.
By special invitation, we call at the home of a,
typical, English Christian lady, whose acquaintance we formed on board the steamer from
Philadelphia. At this beautiful, Christian horn€
we spend several pleasant and profitable days.
In company with this Christian lady and her
good husband we visited some noted places in
Liverpool. One of special interest was 1he great
Celebrated Museum, which is a great treat, as
well as a blessing to any one who never visited
such a place. The handiwork of an infinite
and omni po tent God, is certainly seen in the
creation of all the many wonderful things displayed in such a -place. Birds, beasts, and reptiles of every name, nature, size, clime, and description are placed before the eyes of th€
charmed and interested visitor. We are filled
with amazement and deep meditation as we behold the wonderful diversity in creation and at ..
tempt to fathom God's infinite design in creating all these wonderful creature,s. Surely as
the Heavens are higher than the earth, so are
His ways higher than our ways1. Time flies and
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we are soon on board a little eastern-boll.Ild
flyer, '' The grand special'' for London. These
little iron horses of the east, are much smaller
and di:fferen tly constructed than are our great
mammoth, American engines, but it is surprising what time and speed they make and how
they spin throuh the air for hours, without
making a stop. We arrive and spend a few intensely interesting days in the old city of London, after which we bid adieu to the strange
and busy scenes of the world's greatest city,
and then embark on the S. S. Rome of the P. &
0. Line for Born bay, India. We are again out
on the boisterous bosom of the billowy deep,
with hearts abounding with increasing hope
and anticipation of the time when we shall safely arrive on the far away shores of India. Our
journey east, from England, through ancient
and Oriental lands, is full of deep and absorbing interest. After a number of days sailing on
the great Atlantic, as we near the Strait of Gibraltar, we come in sight of the distant and
towering hills of northern Africa.
For one
hundred miles, as we approach and pass
through the Strait, the scenery is charmingly
interesting. The high, lofty and barren hills of
Africa, present on the south a.n imposing and
picturesque scene, while the fertile valleys and
mountains of Spain, dotted over with villaiel
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and farm houses, orchards and vineyards, cou] d
be plainly seen on the north. We called a few
hours at Gibraltar, a famous and strongly fortified little English seaport town, on the southern coast of Spain. Here we went ashore and
enjoyed a most refreshing prayer service with
the Seaman's Mission Workers. A few hours
later we passed into the deep, blue Mediterranean sea, known in the Bible, as the '' Great
Sea.'' A few days sailing on these eastern, ancient and historically renowned waters, brings
us to the Isle of Malta, where Paul was shipwrecked on his last notable and perilous voyage
to Rome. Is it possible, that we are now on the
same sacred spot where the Sainted Apostle
once stood? Where he so wonderfully and
powerfully, and miraculously represented and
preached the gospel to the people of this heathen Isle, nearly two thousand years ago. A holy,
hal1 owed sensation seems to strill hover over
this ancient scene, where the great Apostle's
miracles and love and loyalty to God, won the
respect and confidence and kindness of a barbarous and heathen tribe. After leaving Malta,
our next stop on these famous and beautiful
Mediterranean waters, is Brindisi, an ancient,
Ro man city, on the southeastern coast of Italy.
Our boat remained in harbor here from ten
o'clock in the morning, until about midnight.
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We went ashore for several hours, visited an
old Catholic Church, that was built in 1230.
Brindisi was once a fortified city, and the old
forts and walls that one e surrounded it are
partly standing. They look centuries old. Their
very appearance seems to indicate the wrath
and displeasure of God, for it certainly rests
upon this poor, deluded, priest-ridden and oppressed city. Ignorance, uncleanness and insanitation are some of the most eharacteristic
features of this ancient, Roman city. Oh, how
Christless and how cursed are these people who
know no God, save the god of the Romans.
Brindisi is about two hundred miles from Rome,
thus we see the degradation and vile effects of
Romanism, is like a putrifying absr!ess,the nearer the core the more offensive. Our next stop
after leaving Brindisi, was Port Said, Egypt, a
city on the northeastern coast of Egypt, at the
entrance of the Suez Canal. Our readers are
no doubt, familiar with the main facts concerning this great and wonderful Canal, which is
eighty miles long, and is cut through the desert,
connecting the Mediterranean and Red Seas, so
that ships can pass through. Our boat lay in
the harbor at Port Said for several hours. Here,
we also went ashore, and had the privilege of
seeing something -of the manners, customs and
life of the people of old Egypt. As we gazed
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into the interior of this ancient and historic
country, our minds were taken back to the time
when the chi]dren of Jsirael spent four hundred
years in cruel, Egyptian slavery. At Port Said,
we enter the Canal and travel almost due south
to the Red sea .
.A.s we journey through these old, ancient,
solemn and historic regions the scenery is most
impressively interesting. For one whole day
we traveled along the great Arabian Desert, or
wilderness, as it is called in the Bible, through
w b.ich the children of Israel wandered for forty
long years. We crossed the path, over which
.Abraham is said to have traveled as he pass€d
to .and from Egypt and the Holy Land. Also
where the children ,of Israel crossed the Red
Sea. We could see distinctly the range of
mountains, among which are Mt. Horeb, Mt.
Sinai, and other noted places spoken of in the
Bible. At Aden, we pass out of the Bed Sea.
into the Great Indian Ocean, where we travel
two thousand miles nor th east to Born bay, In ..
dia. On a bright, beautiful, t,ropical day at two
o'~lock in the afternoon, 011r boat cast anchor
in the harbor of the great, old ancient city of
Bombay. We hasten to the shor-e, pass the custom house, meet Bro. Good, and then cast our
eyes about at the strange, impressive and interesting scenes about us. Oh how curious, and
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varied and strange, are the objects and creatures and street scenes, that everywhere greet
our vision. We feel glad and good to be on land
again, but more especially that we have at last
been able to plant the soles of our feet upon the
soil of dear old India, the land over which we
have groaned and planned and prayed, for a
number of years. With melted and deeply
moved hearts, we feel keenly the great work
upon which we are now about to enter, settle
down upon us, and breathe an earnest prayer
to God that He would speedily equip and prepare us for the same.

CHAPTER VI.
A Speedy Survey of the Field. Clear Leadings
Concerning Line of Work. Station Opened. God blessing the Work. RapidDevelopment.
A speedy survey of the great, whitened harvest fields, that lay in limitless expanse before
our eye-s in every direction, when arriving on
the field, brought a sense of the deepest responsibility upon our hearts, and an earnest desire
that the Lord would direct us clearly and definitely, to that field and departmenrt of His
work, where the greatest good could be the
quickest and most effectively accomplished.
This being the closing months of that great famine of 1897, the field was still open for ag gre·ssive effort on the lines of famine rescue and orphanage work. This, appealing forcibly to our
hearts as one of the most promising and i mportant depadments of the Lord's work in India
at that time. A few days of earnest waiting on
G-od and due investigation brought us to a full
and clear decision as to the Lord's will concerning our entering at once upon this line of
work. We accordingly proceeded -direct to
Nagpur, the Capital of the Central Province,
1
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500 miles inland from Bornbay and began to arrange for the immediate prosecution of this
work. The plans and principles for a clean, a ggressive, practical faith orphanage work, was
soon adopted and the work started with much
of the blessing of God.
The first mission house-, in which arrangements were begun for the above outlined famine
rescue and orphanage work, was a small, four
roome-d native hamlet, densely surrounded by
native huts and friendly and curious neighbors
who considered it no infringement whatever
upon our rights, to peer into our windows and
doors and watch the '' Sahib log," eat and hear
them sing and say their prayers, and more than
onee had we the opportunity of addressing an
attentive congre-gation of half-clad and eager
listeners in front of our own door. Two weeks
fr-om the time we became thus permanent~y located in the above named city, the writer and
one or two helpers were one hundred and fifty
miles from home in quest of starving orphan
children. The Lord blest our efforts and we
soon returned with eleven homeless, helpless
little waifs, 1:he objects of the most acute distress and suffering. Our hearts overflowing
with zeal and love for 1his pre,cious people,
found in thes•e little bundles of skin and bone,
ample material upon which to exhaust some of
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our labor, love and prayers. To recover these
little emaciated victims back to normal conditions of health and strength, at the earliest possible date, was our firs·t definite object. This
delicate task was immediately undertaken by
the introduction of plenty of warm water and
soap, and the c·onstant observance of clean and
sanitary rules, to whieh they had previously
been strangers. This was followed by every
child being carefully fitted out with neat and
respectable clothing and placed upon a regular
diet of wholesome and nutritious food. This
sudden change from a life of the greatest suffering and neglect to one of perfect comfort,
care and kindness, not only brought from these
little dejected, famine waifs, spontaneous expressions of joy and gladness, but was soon to
ce most salutary effects. Not only in
their speedy physica L recovery and deve] opment, but also in their conversion from Hinduism, to the know]edge and service of our blessed Lord.
The work thus started in the above humble
and simple manner, was soon destined to become a large, progressive work, and was known
for miles around as a place of refug-e and succor for the destitute and homeless. Larger and
more convenient quarters B'Oonbecame indispensable with the progress of the work, at

No. 6.-Condition
many of our children were in
when received into the Orphanage.
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which juncture a wealthy native Christian, living in a large, commodious bungalow, near the
suburbs of the city, volunteered to vacate his
own residence and place it at our disposal. This
generous offer was immediately accepted as a
special answer to prayer, and the property
rented for rupees forty-five per month. This
new and commodious building was surrounded
by a substantial stone wan, including a number
of outbuildings, which rendered it one of the
most suitable and ideal locations for the development of our fast growing work. Our orphans
now numbered nearly forty. Many of them in
the most emaciated condition, required great
and constant care. Time and space would here
fail us in giving an accurate description of the
great and constantly increasing cares of this
orphanage work. Sufficient strength, however,
for these increasing burdens and daily supplied,
and we pushed forward rejoicing greatly in
this good work.
The •study of the language also now became
an important part of our daily program, and
every moment which could possibly be spared
from other pressing duties, was devoted to our
books. A competent native teacher being in
our employ, substantia[ progress was daily realized in the study of a difficult language. Evangelistic work was also given special attention
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and was faithfull.y carried forward as far as
time and ability would permit.
Street and
open air serviees were frequently held and the
gospel aggressively proclaimed to thousands of
hungry and eager listeners, who had never
heard the sound of Jesus' name. Many of our
tours through native viHages, gathering up
famine orphans, were also made twofold by the
preaching ,of the gospel and the distributing of
tracts, gospels and good books, in the viHages
through which we passed.
Just two months had now elapsed since we
arrived on India's shores and we began to comprehend something of the appalling depths of
heathen wickedness and superstition
with
which we were so densely surrounded.
Not
only were we sorely impressed with the moral
degra-dation and vileness into which these darkened people were so deeply plunged, but aiso
with the great physical distress aud suffering
which seemed to rest so heavily and so universally upon this idolatrous nation. The great
famine of 1897 was just passing into history
as one of the most distressing and widespread
of modern times. A harvest of several millions
had been reaped by the pitiless hand of cta.rTation. The soil of the human heart in this barren nation was being broken up and mellowed
by the great plowshare of famine, prP.paring it
1
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for the reception of the seed of the gospel. The
time seemed ripe to score great victories for
God and His cause, but more especially was it
a time of great opportunities for gathering into
the fo1d the tfamishing and orphan chiidren.
To this work we felt definitely and almost exclusively called, especially during this period
of limited and rare opportunities. This work
was aggressively carried forward, with but
brief interruption, until our numbers reached
sixty. Our missionary helpers being limited
to three, and the coming hot season now practically upon us, we were obliged to abandon
fu~ther efforts on the line of famine rescue
work, during this our first, and India's most
trying period, the hot season, which lasts for
four months. These four months, however,
were not spent in idly resting upon our
oat's, but were profitably ~pent in the diligent
study of the language, and in the careful adjustment of the different departments of this
orphanage work. A Hindi school was now organized with a competent native teacher at the
head, and every child who was old enough and
sufficiently recovered from the effects of famine, was placed in school. One or two hours
were spent each morning and evening in lively
prayer service, and in ex pounding the Scriptures to these bright, promising Hindu children.
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The eagerness with which they with one accord
aecepted and walked in this new ligb.t was
amazing. Their faith in former teaching and
training in the doctrines of rank Hinduism and
idol worship began to crumble and fall, and
this new doctrine was embraced with a quick
and spontaneous gladness that made our hearts
rejoice. A •great reviva.l soon broke out and
continued for many months, until every child
who was old enough to know what it meant to
pray, was either blessedly saved or earnestly
seeking God. The brjglit oonve rsions and the
blessed manifestations of the Spirit of God
among these, but recently rescued heathen
children is beyond our ability to portray. Many
of these children, thus soundly saved, developed rapidly into active and aggressive Christian
workers, and became a powerful factor for
good during the future years of this orphanage
work. The four months trying, tropical hot
season was now drawing to a close and this
tidal wave of revival fire was still burning and
blazing with unabated interest.

CHAPTER VII.
Our Experience on the Famine Field. Some
Bright Jewels. How they were Rescued.
What They Were Saved From. Rewar d.s of P&ithful Eif o rt.
Our experience &nd labors on the famine
fields in search of these horn eless, he] pless little
waifs was full of the most toucnin g and interesting incidents, an account of whieh shows
some O'f the peculiar and providential circumstances under which many of these children
eame into our hands. A number of these children, which afterwards
developed into the
most beautiful and exemplary Christian workers, were saved in the following way. About
April 1st, after our general famine rescue work
had been discontinued on account of the intense heat of the weather, and we had succeeded, for the first time since arriving on the field,
in settling down to a steady and diligent stud.y
of the language, word was suddenly received by
us of very distressed conditions still pre-v,ailing
in a district about one hundred miles from
Nagpur, and that in Balaghat, a densely heathen and mperstitious Hin du city, in the center
of this district, poor, neglected, and forsaken
H
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children were still perishing with hunger. Although the weather was now intensely hot, and
we had been in the country but a fe,w months,
and were advised of the dangers of such a trip,
at this time .of year, espe-ciaUy to newcomers
into the field, we decided that this opportunity
was too great to be lost, and that duty demanded an effort to be made to save these people.
Trusting our case fully into God's hands and
with confidence that He would care for us and
give us a safe and successful journey, we
boarded an early train the following morning
and traveled to Gondia, by rail, thirty miles
from Balaghat where we hired ox carts and
proceeded on our journey. We arrived at
Balaghat the following morning at seven
o'clock and began immediate arrangements to
gather up the children. We sent native helpers
into the town and surrounding neighborhood,
to collect the children and at six o 'dock in the
evening we had twenty friendless and homeless little waifs ready to go with us to our
home. A heart-broken and famishing mother,
came to us a short time before we were ready
to depart with the children. With her she had
two beautiful and modest, though haggard
looking little girls. After relating to us
through an interpreter, a most touching and
pathetic story of her distress and suffering, and
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inability to support and care for her children,
she burst into tears and said, "Take my girls,"
ad ding in bitter tones, "I know if you take
them they will have plenty to eat, and wHl live,
but if I keep them they will starve and die.''
We assured her that her request would be
gr.anted, and we would save her girls. We then
had them all sit down on the ground and placed
before them a warm and hearty meal.
Our return trip of thirty miles to the railway
station, with the children, was to be made at
night, on aceount of the intense heat. At six
o'clock our children were all placed in the carts
and ma de as comfortable as possible for 1he
journel. The parting scene of this mother
and her two girls was most pathetic .and touching in the extreme. These little girls were the
last to be lifted into the carts and we waited for
nearly fifteen minutes while they sobbed and
wept in their mother's embrace. At last they
parted and the two little 'girls walked to the
writer .and he lifted them into the cart and the
mother turned and went sorrowfully away,
never to look into the faces of her sweet, innocent girls a·gain.
We had reserved one small corner in the last
cart for ourselves to o c.cupy during this long
journey on a hot, ti-apical night. As the order
was a;bout to be given for the carts to move on,
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@verything now being in readiness, a. little,
sparkling-eyed famishing boy came suddenly
up and with elapsed hands lifted to his forehead, said, in broken Hindi, "Please take me
too, gentleman.'' After some inqinry we found
that he was homeless and. friendless and that he
would in all probability, soon perish from starvation if we did not save him. We balanced
this precious little heathen soul for a moment
against the corner we had reserved for ourse lveg to ride in during this long night of travel. We were tired and it was intensely hot, and
the enemy naturally S11ggested that for us to
walk thirty miles under present climatic conditions would involve more than that iittle heathen waif was worth. We instantly resis1ed sueh
a thought, and the noble and pitiful look trom
that little famishing face, as he gazed wistfully into ours, was more than we could stand,
and we quickly and gladly lifted him into our
corner and assumed this responsibility as a sacred and haJ)py privilege to wa}k thirty miles
to save a soul, which in all rprobability would
mean not only from the bitter and indeseriba ble
suffering and death by starvation, but would
result in his salvation and eternal happiness.
The weird and mingled sound of the sobs of
these two little girls who had been torn from
their mother's arms and the son-gs of this little
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boy who had been last lifted into the cart, was
heard until we had gotten more than one mile
from the village.
Suffice to say, that the two little git h above
referred to grew up to be two -of the sweetest
and most intelligent and consistent Christian
workers of all our large family of orphan girls.
We gave them both a good education and they
became successful workers in the Lord's vineyard. The older one, after a few years in the
faith and service o.f Jesus, died and went home
to heaven. The other one is at present a Bible
woman, working to win her people to the love
and knowledge of the Savior, whom she has
found. The sparkling-eyed little boy, who
played such a prominent part in this faminerescuing expedition, proved to be one of the
crowning trophies of this trip. He was afterwards most happily converted and was among
our most lively and energetic Christian workers. He was tender and affectionate and always like a son. We have known him to get
blest and leap and shout f-0r joy and his big,
beaming eyes would flash sunshine and inspiration wb.erever he went. The fast aMount we
had of him, he and his wife were both engaged
in successful evangelistic work. His life proved
a most ric'h reward for the effort it cost to save
him.
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Another special and providential case which
was rescued about this time, and deserves mention here, was that of Radha, a miracle of God's
mercy, the girl who accompanied the writer
and wife to this country on their first visit to
America a few years ago. E adha was of the
Gaoli caste, (Milkman) and lived at Khaira,...
garh. When but a mere child, she was betrothed to a small boy of the same ~aste, but the boy
died and the marriage was never consummated.
Radha was later stolen by, or sold to somE
dancing women, and brought to Nagpur to live
a life of shame. She had been in Nagpur but a
few days when we had severa 1 children kidnapped from our orphanage, and we advertised
for them. The officers in searching for our children, found this little girl with these questionable people, and supposing her to be one of the
children we had lost, brought her to us. We
informed them that she was not one of our
children, but that we would be glad to take
her, whereupon she was willingly turned over
to our care. Rad.ha was not in our home but a
few weeks until she was clearly converted and
beeame one of the stars of this orphanage work.
She developed into a most solid and talented
Chistian worker, and became one of our leading
students, both in English and Hindi. Her sudden and mira-culous deliverance from her im-
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moral, heathen captors and her rapid development into a bright, talented. and influential
Christian worker was a miracle of God's grace
and demonstrates most distinctively God's
providential hand in shaping circumstances
which led to her rescue and to her salvation.
Our story could be continued at great length
m describing the many bright and beautiful
children thus snatched from the jaws of death
and from the power and infl.uenc:e of a cruel,
heathen religion, to shine as beacon lights in
this great orphanage work and in ,a dark,
lleathen land.

CHAPTER VIII.

Work Continues to Grow. New Quarters Necessary. Mission Transferred. OrphanagePermanently Established. Good Crops.
Return of Hope. Coming in Oontact
With the Great Forces of Hinduism.

This work continued to grow rapidly, until
i he capacity of our present quarters was again
taxed beyond its limits. A location more suitable to the successful development and prosecution of both the evangelistic and industrial departments of this work had now be'come an imperative need. After due and prayerful consideration it was decj ded to transfer our mission
from Nagpur to Raj-Nandgaon, an important
Hindu city 150 miles northeast from Nagpur in
the center of the great famine affected districts.
Here, a veteran missionary and his wife, with
fifty more children, united with the work, donating to the mission s-ome valuable property.
At this place substantial buildings were soon
erected and an industrial mission school and
orphanage permanently established. Our family of ~hildren now reached one hundred and
ten and the Lord's special blessings were most
62
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signally seen upon every branch of the work.
The great drouth of 1897 was superseded in
1898 by a heavy monsoon and a rich harvest.
The dismal cloud of famine had graduaJly settled beneath the distant horizon and a brighter
day was again dawning upon India. The signs
and sad effects, however, of the dreadful year
that had just gone, was seen and felt for many
months. Broken hearts and vacant homes, untilled fields and plains without their herds, all
combined to tell the sad story of the recent
fearful famine. But a smiling providence had
again appeared from beneath those gloomy
clouds and hope and gladness was springing up
in the hearts of the surviving multitudes. With
this return of prosperity, food and hope, came
the cfose for the present, of further efforts in
famine rescue work. Our hands thus released
from the great work, in which we had been so
signally blest for the past number of months,
our hearts now gladly turned to the joyful
work of preaching the gospel to the hungry
multitudes about us. A mission field of no less
than 3210 square miles, with a population of at
least 640,890 s-ouls, encfocled our little station,
with not a missionary but our own. To reach
this vast population of people with the joyful
news of the gospel, was the one great burden
of our hearts. To this end organized and
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aggressive effort was faithfully carried forward.
Itinerating work was taken up throughout this
vast domain and thousands of hungry souls
who had never heard the sound of Jesus' name,
were taught of Christ and His power to save.
We were now beginning to come more direetly
in c-ontact with the great bulwarks of heanhenism and realized something of the powerful
for~ es of this stub born and subtle system of
Hindujsm, as it rises to resist so firmly the progress of Christianity in India. For fully thirty
centuries this great complicated system of
Hindu superstition and idol worship has ,been
growing and gaining ground. To uproot it, a
most heroic, aggressive and :concerted effort on
the part of all Christendom will be required.
Hinduism, as is universally acknowledged by
all who are intelligently posted upon the subject, bas a most powerful hold upon the people
of India. The great majority has 'been reduced
to such a state of mental and moral weakness
and superstition, that the most contradictory
and unreasonable statements and stories concerning their ·gods, miracles, etc., are accepted
with unhesitating faith. Their general eonception of the true God has also become so thorong hly perverted through centuries of devotion
and reverence to dumb and hideously designed
idols and the legions of immoral and cruel acts
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which their gods are represented as being constantly indulging in, that it is almost impossible to impress them with true and Jofty ideas,
of a loving, holy, just and righteous God. Their
present list of worshiped deities numbers
more than 330,000,000. All are represente•d as
committing the blackest crimes, such as murder, adultery, theft, etc. Not one of them is
mentioned as being righteous and holy, with
power to f.orgive and save from sin. Of the
many thousands of gods which may be seen
scattered all over India, not one is the model of
purity and holiness, but the very opposite,
proving that the constructors of these dumb
idols have conceptions of God most degrading
and immoral. Their religious temples, the c-enters of heathenish worship and festivities, are
often carved with the most lacivious and obscene emblems, where dancing girls and Brahmins and cunning priests, whose lives are reeking with lust, ensnare and ro.b the masses, and
send thousands to their homes stripped of money and virtue, and with nothing left but a supposed stock of merit and a jug of holy ( ?) water, which promises to atone -for all their sins,
and carry them safely to heaven. This absurd
and senseless system of religious ceremonies is
taught and practiced under a solemn pretense
of religious duty, and the devout Hindu bows
1
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his neck to the demands of this old dragon religion, with a solemn obedience and faithfulness that is astonishing.
Hinduism, much unlike the Christian relgion,
not only appeals to the pride, so dear to the human heart, but makes no interference whaever
with the moral conduct of its bewitched and deluded devotees. A man may commit every
crime in the catalog, and remain a good Hindu.
He may worship anything in the heavens above
or in the earth beneath, or nothing at all. He
may charge God with the greatest crimes, blas,
pheme His name, or deny His existence, be guilty of lying, theft, adultery, murder or any other crime, but so long as he observes the rules
of ,caste, which refer chiefly to food and water,
he may enjoy all the rights of a Hindu and
have free .access to the temples, but let him visit a Christian country, marry a widow, dine
with a person of a lower caste than himself, or
even take a cup of water from his hand, and
a,ccording to Hinduism he is excommunicated.
The practical side of living and morality are as
widely divorced from Hindu religion as light is
from darkness. Teachers of righteousness are
nowhere to be found among Hi.ad us. Instruction upon the duties of life and how to become
virtuous is never heard at their religious gath
erings, but the time is spent in dancing, beating
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of drums, devil worship, and many other disgraceful and degrading performances.
Their
religious instructors themselves, are usually of
the basest professional beggars, who lead lives
of idle debauch and public shame. The example of their gods may be pleaded for almost every crime committed by the Hindus, which is
thus seen to be the subtle source of the dark
c·atalog of cruelty .and crimes known the world
around among the Hindu race .
.Animal and serpent worship is another hideous form of Hindu idolatry, commonly practiced by millions all over India, and is performed with no more apparent knowledge of anything better than is possessed by the dumb objects of their veneration. The cow is C•onsidered
highly sacred and is universally and devoutly
worshiped. In many places an annual ceremony is held in her honor. The prayers that
are sometimes offered to her is '' Oh mother be
gracious to us, bless us with a rich harvest, let
our land bring forth increase. We are thy humble servants.''
A dying Hindu will sometimes
hold a cow by the tail in hopes that she will
carry him safely across the river Vaitarani,
(death). It is said that the last act of a dying
widow of a certain Raja (native King), at Nagpur, was to call for a cow and having fallen at
her feet, as fast as her rapidly waning strength
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would allow her, fed it grass and addressed it
by the venerable name of mother, willed a number of cows to the Brahm.in priests and fell
back dead.
As further illustration of the childish and
foolish superstition of this people, we relate the
following incident which occurred during one
of the writer's brief visits to the city of Calcutta. While in that city we visited a noted
place of Hindu worship, known as Khalaghat,
the home of the black god. Here high caste
Hindus, from many parts of India, meet daily
and sacrifice goats, buffaloes and. other animals,
to their heathen idols. A number of large,
white temples encircle an enclosure at this
place, of a bout one hundred feet square. In the
center of this circle is built a solid stone p]atform, several feet above the ground, and about
ten feet wide and twenty feet long, in front of
one of their principal gods. At the end of this
platform is where the animals are slaughtered.
Around this platform with a narrow isle between are standing a number of smaller gods,
facing the center. Before these gods were a
number of half naked women worshipping and
offering cocoanut, ,ghee and cutting up strange
and. senseless performances.
As we, with a
considerable interest and disgust, watched the
proceedings of this repulsive and solemn scene
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of so-called sacred idol worship, we moved forward and was about to ascend the flight of
steps leading to the top of this platform where
a better view could be had of the scene. As we
were about to proceed up the steps, several excited and frantic Hindus came rushing toward
us and demanded that we not touch those steps,
saying that no one was allowed thereon but a
Hindu.
We quietly informed them that we
were as good as a Hindu, but to no avail. Nothing would allay their foolish fears but for us
to come down, and that immediately.
Shortly
after this occurred a calf came running up the
steps .and walked around over the platform
among the natives as if it was at home, and
true enough it was at home, for it was lord of
the situation.
We then turned to those men
who were so faithful'ly guarding the approach
to the platform, and said to them, '' There is a
very practical demonstration of your religion.''
We then took the opportunity to tell them of
the foolishness and absurdity of a religion that
placed an animal above a man. They made the
reply that calves were sacred and men were
not, after which ensued an interesting
and
pointed conversation.
Tiley told us that Hin ..
duism was the only true religion in the world,
and from it all other religions sprang. We told
them that we were a little too well informed
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upon Hinduism to believe such a statement as
that. We then proceeded to question them respectfully and pointedly c-oncerning what their
religion had done for them, what it saved them
from and whether or not it enabled them to
live holy, happy, victorious lives, free from sin
and condemnation and gave them the assurance that they were right with God and ready
for Heaven, all of which they of course solemnly answered in the negative.
We then told
them that this was exactly what the religion of
the Lord Jesus Christ would do for people, and
that no religion which failed to produce such
fruits, and effect such a change, and thus save
and fit people for heaven, was a genuine religion, fruits which they very willingly admitted
were not to be found on the thorny thistles of
Hinduism.
A meager conception of the gigantic problems which confront missionaries in their
great, and sometimes discouraging and weary
work, of evangelizing these people, may thus
be formed from these facts. The outlook among
this class would seem somewhat discouraging,
were it not for the fact that there are at the
present day, a number of more enlightened and
serious inquiring men all over India, who have
lost confidence in their own religion, and are
becoming earnest and zealous seekers after
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truth and light. It has been the writer's privilege to meet and converse with a num her of
these highly educated Hindus, who are much
interested in the true religion of the Bible and
who bid fair to soon embrace its doctrines and
experience in their own hearts the joy of believing in the true and living God.

CHAPTER IX.

Itinerating Work. A Typical Bazaar Scene.
Encouraging Prospects. Some Bright
Conversions.
Our -evangelistic labors among the more ace essible and simple-hearted people of the rural
districts, was of a much more encouraging and
promising nature, and although great ignorance and extreme mental and spiritual stupidity on the part o:f the people, was one of the
greatest obstacles in the way of speedy and
suc•cessful advancement of gospel work among
this class of people, yet many listened with
marked admiration and an increasing interest
to the simple story of the cross and the power
of Christ to save. Very few of these humble
and simple-hearted people ever succeeded in
securing a sufficient education to enable them
to read and write, but those who did bought
our literature readily, ani read it eagerly. Not
infrequently those who could not read bought
good books and walked long distances to get
some one to read to them. Many of our books
we sold to the people for one and two pennies
a piece, just enough to insure us that no one
would take a book but those who were interest12
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ed and in earnest, and that the books would not
be destroyed. A penny book to these poor people was like a fifty cent or one dollar book to
us, and their buying them assured us that they
would appreciate and preserve them.
In our regular and extensive itinerating and
touring work among the people, we arranged to
visit as far as possible many of their great annual festivals, and special public bazaars,
where we had the opportunity of preaching to
thousands of people and distributing
large
numbers of good hooks, gospels, tracts, etc. At
one of the aibove described special, annual, public festivals held at Ranatari, a village eight
miles from Raj-Nandgaon, the writer and three
other missionaries, after preaching to a vast
muititude of people until we had become tired
and exhausted, mounted our native cart and
for more than one· hour we passed books to the
peo·ple as fast as it was possible for us to do so.
Our supply was at last entirely exhausted and
many hands were .still in the air beckoning for
boo'ks that would tell them more about Jesus,
the true Savior of the wor Id. A radius of at
least thirty miles square was represented at
this great annual festival, and hundreds of
good books were sent out in every direction to
preach silent sermons in the quiet and humble
homes ·of these villagers. Besides the good that
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was being done by the disseminating of good
literature among the people, we visited personally as far as possible, many of these villages, and preached to them the true and simple story of the gospe 1.
This work to us had a most fascinating attraction, and there was nothing we enjoyed
more than to pass in and out and mingle among
this humble, quiet and simple-hearted people.
Our reception and treatment in these vHlages
was generally of the most cordial nature.
On approaching a village, we inquired for
the Malguzar or Court Wall, the two leading
men or petti-officials of the village. On meeting us, as a mark of great respect, they would
generally do obeisance by bowing toward the
ground and placing their hands to their foreheads. 'They would then order some one to run
and bring us a cot or something to sit upon.
As soon as the news went abroad that a "hite
man had enter~d the village, and that wa W!'l'e
kind and would do them no harm, a crowd
would soon gather. We would then sing native
hymns and begin preaching to them about Jesus, the true Savior of the world, and of His
great love and how He loved and died for them
and was now preparing a beautiful home in
heaven for all who would forsake sin and serve
Him in this life. To a people accustomed to
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nothing but oppression, cruelty and hardships,
these words c,f tenderness and kindness and the
story o.f a true God of love and purity and ho•
liness and power, and one that could save from
sin ciud give peace and freedom, and jny in thi:;
world, was beyond their comprehension, ancl
was in striking contrast to the vulgar and conflicting and superstitious stories which the~
were so ac~ustomed to hearing about their own
gods. It was only after constant and frequent
visits and line upon line and precept upon pre•
cept, and simplifying these great messages of
love and joy to the people, as much as possible,
could they be·gin to comprehend it, and realize
something of its meaning and that it was for
them. The dawning light of the glorious gospel upon these darkened hearts was, however,
in due time distinctively noticeable, and the effects and results and fruits were then most en•
couraging. It was no infrequent occurrence,
for a company of these noble and honest-hearted country folks to walk from some distant village, to visit us in our home and talk more fully about the true religion, and a true Savior,
concerning which they frequently manifested a
great and admiring interest.
To break caste and embrace the true religion
of the Lord Jesus Christ in India, however, in.
volves a great step, the consequences of which
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forms an effective barrier to the progress o.t the
gospel in that country. An increasing number
nevertheless, of fully awakened souls are triumphantly surmounting these obstacles, and
are now flocking to Christ every year .
.Among the first in the City of Raj-N andgaon
to break over bravely and boldly, and forsake
fully the heathen and idolatrous religion of her
forefathers, was an intelligent Mohammedan
woman by the name of Jewarbee. This hungry
and honest-hearted heathen woman had been
employed for some time as a cook in the orphanage at Raj-Nandgaon . .After having been
a few months under the clear, searching light
of the gospel, .she became powerfully convicted
and in the face of a host of opposing and raging
Mohammedan relatives, she came boldly out
and forsook her people, her religion and her
false teachers, and was most wonder.fully converted to God, after which she became a powerful preacher of righteousness and a beaming
light for God and His cause in that dark, heathen country.
She stood triumphantly &nd meekly and victorious,ly a storm of persecution and threats
from her people, and fellow-religionists, the
most of which she afterwards lived down, and
her happy, meek and wonderfully changed life
was a marvel to many and a mighty influence
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for good. Hers was as clear a case of pungent
conviction, thorough repentance and restitution, and praying through and finding God, as
any we ever knew in any land. For several
weeks she sought God in deepest humility and
repentance,-confessing
her wrongs, and making restitution in the smallest details of her
past life, as clear and as completely as could be
done by an intelligent and enlightened soul in
any country. When all was done that could be
done on her part, she came into uur sitting room
early one morning and in d-eep contrition fell
on her knees and in a .full and complete surrender to God on every point, broke out into a
most clear, bright and blessed experience. As
the glory ·fell upon this darkened soul and dispelled the midnight heathen darkness, in which
her soul had been groping for so many years,
her face lit up with the bright radiance of a
clearly, new born soul, and she began shouting
the high praises of Him who had washed her in
His precious blod. She arose to live and shine
for Him as few ever do. For years she has been
a successful evangelist and Bible woman, loyally and faithfully standing every test and trial
that was hers to bare for Him who had redeemed her.
Her son and daughter were later converted,
and her son has since become a missionary to
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his people. Her daugb.ter, the wife of a fanatical Mohammedan tailor, received much bitter
persecution, and was afterwards spirited to
some unknown place, and her whereabouts we
never learned.
Another bright and remarkable conversion
was that of a poor, illiterate cooly by the name
of Pultan, who was in our employ. He broke
caste and was brightly and wonderfully converted. He would testify and pray with the
glory and radiance of heaven beaming from his
brown and shining face. This man, however,
fell under the influence of an enticing witch of
a woman, and he was influenced to leave the
city, and we never learned what became of him,
or whether he remained true to Jesus. We
knew, however, that he had gotten a foretaste
of Heaven, and that he could never be satisfied
with the confusion and blindness of an idolatrous, heathen religion again. A num her of
others became honest and serious seekers for
the truth, some of w horn we expect to meet in
Heaven. Thus the Lord's precious name was
being honored and greatly glorified among the
heathen.
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CHAPTERX.
Our First Camp Meeting. Entering Second Year.
New Station Opened. Great Famine
Approaching. Return to Rescue
Work. Experience on the
Famine Field.
From Nov. 1st to 8th, 1898, after one most
blessed, busy and successful year in India, we
held our first annual Holiness camp meeting, the
first distinctively Holiness gathering of its nature, which to our knowledge had ever been held
upon Indian soil. The announcement of this
little full-salvation, Holy Ghost camp meeting, to be held in the heart of that dark, heathen continent, aroused the devil and excited no
little amount of comment on the part of many.
Some said it would never be held, others that
such a meeting could not be a success in India.
The first day of the meeting, however, found every arrangement fully made and a blessed little
company of zealous missionaries from many
parts of India. Hungry and care-worn workers from distant fields of over one thousand
miles, came to counsel and worship God together at this special gospel feast. A spirit of the
deepest unity, oneness and fellowship prevailed
79
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from the beginning. Glorious displays of God's
old time saving and sanctifying power attended the meeting and a number prayed through
into deep and blessed experiences.
Several
honest and hungry missionaries who came long
distances to get light and instruction upon the
doctrine and experience of holiness, and how
to obtain it, went away rejoicing in the fullness
of clear and definite experiences. A loyal and
fearless stand for holiness, as a second, definite
work of grace was taken at this meeting, and
a number rejoiced in the privilege of being
identified with a company of radical and ag,gressive, Holy Ghost missionaries, who were
not afraid to lift their voices in defense of a
full and practical gospel in a heathen land.
Four new workers joined our ranks from this
meeting and soon took their places as full salvation, self-denying messengers of the cross of
Christ, to the heathen. On the last day of the
meeting, a baptismal service was held at a large
lake near the suburbs of the city, where, before
a large assembly of heathen people and thirty
missionaries, the writer baptized a company of
nine missionaries and pilgrims.
Thus closed
our first annual Holiness camp meeting, and all
returned to their homes and respe,ctive fields of
labor much refreshed and fired for the coming
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year, to help s,catter scriptural holiness over
these heathen plains.
Our camp meeting now being over, we returned to our respective daily duties with great
zeal and •courage. Entering thus upon our second year of labor in India, we little realized
that we were soon to be ushered into the great
work of famine rescue deeper than we had ever
been before. Suc'h however, was soon to be the
case. The care and training of one hundred
and ten ·Orphans, the aggressive prosecution of
both industrial and evangelistic departments
of the work, and the diligent study of a strange
a o.d difficult native language, crowded every
moment with important
and pressing duties.
With the new force of workers and the rapid
development of this work, however, came new
responsibilities and new possibilities which we
joyfully embraced. Sixty miles southwest lay
a large, fertile and unevangelized field, with
thousands of villages inhabited with humble
and simple-hearted people to whom we had
longed to ~arry the precious news of the gospel. The mind of the Lord was definitely
,sought concerning the immediate openiug of
this new field. Feeling assured that it was His
will for us to thus divide our forces and faithful,ly push forward into this dark and dens,ely
populated, heathen district, the necessary ar-
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rangements were s-peedily consummated, and
a band of wholly consecrated
and zealous
young missionaries planted the standard of our
blessed Lord firmly in that new field. Gondia,
a thriving little Hindu city situated on the B.
N. Ry., in the center of this new district, became th-e headquarters of our work at that place.
A new brick bungalow was soon erected on
land purchased for the purpose, and for years
Gondia has been the center of aggressive missionary effort, by which thousands have heard
the old, old story of Christ and His power to
save.
For nearly one year we had been thus busily
and joyfully engaged in the great work of
preaching the gospel to hungry, heathen multitudes. We were soon, however, to be called
from these precious, soul-inspiring s,cenes to
those more heart-rending and lasting than any
we had yet been called upon to witness in India. Tile great famine of 1900, about which
much has already been written, was now beginning to settle down like a black angel of death,
upon the moaning .breast of India. The year
1898, blest with general and comparatively
.good crops formed the brief interval betwee:r,
those two appalling and almost unparalleled
famines of 1897 and 1900. Ar.;this great 'famlue
was now slowly but steadily approaching from
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every direction the missionaries once more fully
awake to the great duties devolving upon them,
bravely arose to face and combat the inevitable.
Al'l ready under our immediate care and contro L were one hundred and ten orphans, and
with other pressing cares and responsibilities,
it seemed our hearts and hands were more than
full. We went to our knees, however, and
solemnly covenanted with God that as Jong as
we had a crust of bread, or a foot o:f room to
spare, we would not turn from our door a famishing, orphan child. We again turned our attention .almost exclusively to famine rescue
work, which was prosecuted zealously for nearly one year. Our back yard was converted into an emergency hospital, through which nearly 500 children passed. During the year 1900
we brought nearly 200 children from that famously death-ridden land of Gujarat,a distance
of 1,000 mHes, where cholera and smallpox were
making their fearful ravages, and sweeping off
thousands every day. Many of our children
were taken from Government relief camps and
poor houses, which had been temporarily established for the relief of the suffering, many of
which were mere hotbeds of the ab~ve diseases,
where great numbers died Jaily. 1i.bout :fi.fty
of our children fell a prey to the abO"vediseases and died on our own eompound after reach-
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ing home. Our workers nursed and labored
over these children almost day and night for
months, and not one of them ever contracted
any of the above named diseases. God the same
yesterday, today and forever, often stood out
boldly before us as we were called to enter
some of these harvest fields of death.
The writer spent several months visiting and
traveling back through the heart of many of
these worst affected localities, thoroughly inspecting famine conditions, and making photographs of the people in every stage of life and
death, as then existing under those appalling
conditions of famine and epidemic. Our object
in entering the>Seregions of death, was not only
that we might obtain these famine scenes, the
securing of which often necessitated constant
exposure to the mo.st contagious and deadly
diseases, but that we might also gather up large
numbers of homeless and deserted orphans, who
were then wandering about over the country,
left destitute and friendless by the ravages of
fa mine. Our visits into these districts were
thus twofold, and while we secured .and ma-de
sev•eral hundred striking famine photographs,
many of w hfoh were published in the leading
papers in different parts of the world, we also
saved the lives of 300 bright, promising chil-
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dren who would have otherwise miserably perjshed on thes-e famine-swept plains.
Our first thought of entering those regions
in connection with famine relief and rescue
work was in answer to an urgent appeal from
Mr. Mulligan, a Scotch Presbyterian missionary, who was located at Balod, a native village
far back in the heart of the Bheil country. His
appeal was in the form of an urgent call for
some competent and experienced photographer
who could do so, to come to his district for the
purpose of making photographs of the people,
many of whom were even at that early period,
in a perishing condition, the photographs to be
sent to Christian countries, to awaken interest
and sympathy, and to secure means f.or the
poor sufferers. Immediately on reading his appeal in a Bombay, Christian newspaper, we decided at once that we should go, and began immediate preparations for the journey. After a
few hours of earnest prayer and preparation,
we, with grip and camera in hand, boarded the
first train for Bombay, where we changed cars
and arrived at Dohad, the nearest Railway station to the above named place at one o'clock in
the afternoon on the third day. Being a perfect stranger in those regions and knowing
scarcely nothing of the language spoken by the
people of that province, we inquired of the na-
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tive station master if there were any missionaries in the town. We were informed that there
was a missionary living about a quarter of a
mile from the depot. We called at the bungalow and was warmly welcomed. We learned
from these missionaries that our desired destination was still twenty-eight or thirty miles inland from the railroad, through some very wild
and wasted regions. These beloved servants of
the ''Most High'' at once kindly offered to supply us with a good horse and two servants to
bring us safely to our destination. As soon as
arrangements could be completed, and we had
taken some refreshments, we mounted a fine
saddle horse at four o'clock in the evening and
in company with two servants started on our
long ride inland. On the road a few miles
from Dohad we came on to the gruesome $cene
of a poor famished child who had perished by
the roadside and was being devoured by dogs.
Natives were seen in the tops of trees breaking off green leaves, in a desperate hope to save
if possible, a few of their domestic animals.
Darkness soon overtook us and we rode on several hours through the stillness of night, praying earnestly that the Lord would in some way
send alleviation and relief to this poor, stricken
country. At ahout midnight we arrived at the
mission bungalow on the outskirts of the native
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village. As our coming had not been previously announced, the misionaries were, of course,
in bed and knew nothing of our arrival. We,
being a perfect stranger, and in accord with
oriental custom, wrote our name and address
and profession on a card and sent it to the
misionary's
door by a native servant. The
friendly missionary was soon aroused and hastily lighted a lamp to see who was there. On
reading the card he was greatly surprised and
pleased, and received us most cordially. We
soon stated our errand and that our coming
was in answer to his appeal for a photographer,
to c-ome and do some charitable missionary
work in behalf of the poor famine sufferers. He
was unable to express his surprise and delight
at our coming such a great distance on this mission of mercy. He called his native cook and
had him prepare us a warm midnight meal and
we retired at two o'clock. We spent three days
at this place in company with this beloved missionary, during whfoh time we took a number
of the most striking and effective famine photographs, after which we returned to our home
in the Central Province. We supplied Mr.
Mulligan with all the photographs he desired
to s·end to S,cotland and England, and we sent
a large number to America, many of which appeared in the leading papers of this country
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and were the means of raising thousands of
dollars for famine sufferers. During the following months of famine we made several extensive tours to Gujarat and t:be Rajputana
District on special famine rescue and photographic work.
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CHAPTER XI.
Our Second Trip to Gujarat. Horrors of the
Famine Field. Some Impressive Scenes.
Return with One Hundred
Children.
The accompanying cuts represent a few of
the many striking and solemn scenes which we
p b.otographed during our extensive tours and
lab-ors through the Bheil •COuntry, Gujarat and
the Rajputana
District. These photographs
were taken from life scenes, and portray something of the appalling and indescribable distress and suffering which prevailed among the
people of those provinces, during that dark
and notable year 1900. The people in picture
No. 18 was photographed as we found them lying on the ground at a government relief camp
near Dohad. My b eart melted as I focused my
instrument upon this touching scene of emaciated and starving humanity. ·They lay there
helpless and sweltering under the scorching
rays of a mid-day, tropical sun and the scene
was indescribable.
Many of them were in the
very last stages of starvation, and were so far
reduced that it was scarcely possjble for them
to stand alone -or walk. We gathered several of
89
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these little emaciated forms up and arranged
them in a group, so we could get a better picture of them. We were almost afraid to handle
some of them, as it seemed they would fall to
pieces in our arms.
We spent -one month in Gujarat, with headquarters at Ahmadabad, a large Mohammedan city, in the center of this great famine affected district, where the severity of famine
was now reaching
appalling
proportions.
Gujarat, formerly famous for her large herds
of fine cattle, fertile fields and industrious inhabitants, was now rapidly withering in the
fatal grasp of one of the most distressing famines she had known for one hundred years. In
these regions the sickening sights and scenes
of the dead, dying and suffering, lying by the
roadsid,e, along the streets and on the outskirts
of the villages, was appalling, and is impossible to describe. The very atmosphere seemed
ladened with death, and many sat in stupid despondency, waiting their inevitable doom.
Cholera and small pox were now raging among
the people and their suffering and sickness were
indescribable, the effects of which was rapid
and ,fatal and the death rate was very ~reat.
There wer·e so many dead to be disposed of that
it was shocking to see with what reckles-3 imlifference the dead were handled. Men, women
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and children were carried off naked and piled
in heaps and burned like so many logs.
Picture No. 21 was taken at Ahmadabad
and shows something of this ghastly and inhuman method of disposing of the dead. A heap
of human bodies is here piled one on top of
the other, with a little wood mixed between and
thus burned. 1700 dead bodies were said to
have been burned on this funeral pile since the
famine began, and this was but one of many
like places, the numlber of which, we make no
attempt to give. After the photo was taken we
turned in solemn and sickening disgust from
this ghastly and pitiful picture.
Traveling througb. the interior of many of
these worst affected localitie-s was rendered almost impossible at times on ac·count of the terrible stench from dead animals. Cattle and
people died on the porches of the missionaries
and around their bungalows. Missionaries told
me that they have risen in the morning and
found four and five dead cattle on their front
verandas,-cattle
that had staggered there in
search of food and died by their door. Others
said five and six human bodies had been carried from their yard in ·one day. The country
at t'his time was in a state of perfect confusion
and unrest, and in many place·s large villages
were almost entirely deserted. Thousands of
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homes were broken up, never to be reunited.
In our travels through the country we frequently came on to the gruesome scenes of
skulls, skeletons and human bodies lying scattered over the plains. Vultures and dogs were
holding a carnival over human bodies. Squads
of these hideous scavengers often marked the
place where some poor creature had breathed
its last. Stacks of carcasses, skeletons and
bones of dead animals could be seen piled in
differ,ent parts of the country, representing
something of the inestimable loss and distress
and suffering sustained in this great and appalling harvest which death had reaped. These
solemn and ghastly heaps of famine's cruel
crop resembled in size and shape, large straw
stacks, which may be seen scattered
over
America's fertile fields, in the fall after a bountiful harvest has been reaped and garnered.
Alas, how-ever, what a solemn and striking contrast there is in the above described representations of two great harvests. One was gleaned
by the cold and heartless sickle of death, leaving in its merciless trail the pitiful scenes of devastation, ruin and sorrow. The other by the
bountiful hand of prosperity, bringing contentment and happiness to a fortunate and prosperous people, many of whom have no conception, and we fear too little concern as to how
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millions exist in these unf or tuna te and far
away heathen lands.
Trains loaded with carcasses and skeletons
could be seen winding their way through the
country to some fertilizing factory where the
last remains of these famished herds were
ground into bone dust,and shipped to different
parts of the world, to enrich some more fortunate farmer's fie]d, while these great devastated and iamished districts were left to suffer
and pine for years under the sad effects of a
great and indescribable calamity.
Some people have wondered if famine conditions in India were not exaggerated, but these
facts and photographs but briefly stated and
represented as they are, do not express one
hundredth part of the indescribable distress
and suffering and misery which existed in that
country during that dark and appalling year,
1900. We have proven in every case that the
photographs never do the subjects justice. People before presenting a very striking scene,
must be reduced to 1he very last stages of starvation. It is possible that mistakes may have
occurred at times in estimating numbers, but
to overestimate or exaggerate the extent of suffering and distress as prevailed among the
people, at this time is beyond the possibility of
any tongue or pen. It is absolutely impossible
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for an adequate comprehension to :be formed
of these facts by any one who did not witness
them.
Group No. 25 represents
a touching
and
typical scene and is enough to melt a nation to
tears. These three children were brought to a
Methodist Mission at Ajmere, Rajputana District, during the writer's visit at that place.
The one lying dead on the ground was alive
when he came. It so happened that two companies of these poor, starving skeletons were
brought to the Methodist Mission, at about the
same time, by native helpers who had been sent
out to gather them in. In one of the groups
was this poor, famishing boy. He came slowly
and painfully into the compound, and almost as
soon as he arrived, he lay down by the door
and was soon struggling in death. In the other
group, which came from another direction,
were the other two children.. They at once recognized the boy, who lay on the veranda dying.
They ran to him and began to weep like their
hearts would break. They spoke to him and
wept o ·er him, but he was too far gone to recog~~l;..,them, and died without speaking.
On
questioning them we found that he was their
brother, whom they had been seeking for eight
days, and found him by the missionaries door,
a few moments before he breathed his last. He
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evidently had left them in search of food, and
from all appearances had not had a morsel to
eat since. This is but one of thousands of such
cases, and illustrates some of the cruel and
heart-rending scenes which we were called upon
to witness daily during our extensive travels
and experience and labors among this poor, un:fortuna te, :famine-stricken and perishing people.
At the end of one month, during which time
we had traveled more than 1500 miles, inspected many famine-stricken localities, and made
photographs of scores of the most striking
famine scenes, we had collected at Ahmadabad one hundred orphan childr~m, ready to be
transferred to our station at Raj-Nandgaon,
1,000 miles away. We chartered a large passenger car from the B. B. & C. I. Ry., in which
we placed the children and started on our long
journey. By the kindness of the Company our
car was sent clear through, and we arrived
safely with our children, after a journey of
three days. From this long and strenuous trip
we returned
much worn and nervous and
haunted day and night by the horrors and
ghastly scenes of famine, as witnessed for one
month on those pitiful and appalling fields of
death, from which we had just returned.
A
few weeks later, we made another trip to those
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regions and arranged
to bring eighty more
children from that field. Many oE these -children grew up to be stalwart and noble Christian boys and girls, and rewarded us a thousand fold for the sacrifice and effort which we
put forth to save them.
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CHAPTER XII.
Social Conditions in India, Fertile Soil for Famines. Slight Variation in Agricultural
Conditions Necessary to Bring on Famine. Unless Conditio,ns Change, Famines May be Expected. Two Classes Generally Affected. Sudden
Approach, Progress and Effects of Famine.
Many of our friends have wondered greatly
at the sudden approach and prolonged continuance of t b.ose great famines in India, but any
one who has visited that unfortunate and famous little empire, or become intelligently acquainted with social conditions there, can readily understand how very suddenly that whole
nation can be plunged into famine, requiring
as it does but a slight variation in agricultural
conditions to bring about such a state of affairs.
The distressed, social conditions, prevailing
throughout that country, form fertile soil for
the rapid s·pread and prolonged continuance of
those great famines, which so frequently and
repeatedly lay utterly waste that fair land. So
long as these conditions remain unohanged,
famines may be expected.
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The direct cause which results in a sudden
outbreak of famine i t1 that country is a ,general failing of the annual rainy season, which affects the rice crop, rendering it in some cases,
a total failure. These rains usually come with
great regularity, and at almost exactly the
same time every year. One can reckon that on
the fifth of June, almost to the day,the first welcome drops of monsoon will fall. If a few
weeks go by without these most important
rains, terror strikes the heart of India. Anxious faces scan the horizon daily. Grain merchants wateh the indications persistently, and
.as the prospects for the new crop becomes less
and less favorable, grain in the market advances rapidly in price, and is soon out of the
reach of the masses. The effeet of sore want
and distress quickly leaves its mark on many,
and the poor resort to every means possible to
get a little money to buy food. Gradually every hope dies from the weary eyes, .and the
country settles down in a stupor of dumb dispair. Such are a few of the unmistakable signs
which always announce the prospects and approach of one of these terrible famines. From
this stage, the scene becomes more horrifying,
and is soon far beyond the possibility of description. The scorching sun glares from a.
cloudless sky, doing thoroughly its work of de-
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vastation.
The grass withers and dies, wells
dry up, cattle fall here and there, unable to
withstand the ravages of hunger and thirst.
Their carcasses strew the barren deserts, vultures and jackals begin their gruesome carnival. They crowd nearer around the villages as
if waiting for the whole country to become one
huge carrion pit. The people roam aimlessly
about, mere bags of bones. Little children
,crowd around their parents in mute appeal.
The family ·grows sma1ler and smaller, as one
after another sinks down and gives up the
hopeless struggle. And then to add to the horror, the black scourge of disease sets in, intensifying the agony, cholera, smallpox, JJlague
and other dreadful diseases attack the miserable
remnants of humanity, finishing up the work so
nearly completed. These awful conditions prevail ,for many, many long months, until millions
of these poor hopeless, helpless, and darkened
souls are swept into eternity. Thus closes the
last sad scene in famine's cruel drama, and
multiplied millions have passed from the densest heathen darkness, wrapped in the shrouds
of perfect blindness, to meet a grieved and offended God. Where the responsibility lies for
the above appal ling and solemn conditions,
forms a problem which a professed Christian
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church, in this enlightened age, may do well to
interest herself in solving.
The two classes most severely affected by
these great famines in India, are the farmers
and the cooly, or laboring elass of people.
These people, through the cruel, social customs
prevailing in that country, are kept in such a
state of abject slavery and oppression that they
are seldom able to rise to conditions a hove a
mere paltry existence, and when famine comes
on they become an easy and ready prey. Fully
75,000,000 of India's population dwell in agricultural districts, existing exclusively on a gricultural products.
The majority of these live
in small villages and towns. These villages,
with several hundred acres of adjacent land to
each respective village, is leased by the government to wealthy native landlords, who become
sole proprietors of the village and land and
lords over the people, having almost unlimited
authority.
The cruel oppression and injustice
which usually characterize these chiefs in their
general oversight of the people are appalling.
The farmers pay to this village landlord a yearly rent for the land they farm, besides he selecu
for himself from eighty to one hundred acres of
the best land -of the village, which is farmed for
him by the people without pay. They plow his
ground, sow his grain, harvest, thresh and de ..
1
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liver it to his grana ries,and get nothing for their
work. If he sees the people have a good supply
.of grain left after paying their rent, he often
forcjbly demands that they give him more,
many times leaving them barely enough to live
on until the next crop can be harvested.
He
forces them to leave their own fields and work,
in order to take care of his. He beats and robs
them, treating them as mere slaves, often taking from the poor farmer his best cow, sheep or
anything he desires, paying nothing for them.
There seems to be no law to restrict or prohi bit these men in their greedy oppression of
the people. The poor farmer has no redress.
If there is any law on their side, they seem too
broken-hearted and discouraged in spirit as to
hav•e any idea of defending themselves, besides
they have no money for lawsuits, so the awful
oppression goes on year after year and century after century. There is no hope unless
God undertakes and delivers these poor downtrodden ones. Their cry is even now coming to
the ears of the Lord of Sabboth.
Besides the oppressed and deplorable condition of a large percent of these poor farmers,
there are thousands of day la borers, known as
the cooly class, who rarely average in daily
earnings more than from three to five cents. It
is impossible to overestimate the distress and
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suffering which also exist among this class of
people, even under what is considered the best
conditions in that country. Many of these po or
people, underfed, under-clothed
and poorly
housed as they are, live in constant fear and
dread of want. Their daily pittance does not
supply, even the scantiest necessaries of life, to
say nothing a bout ordinary comforts. It is estimated that at least 40,000,000 of these poor,
hard-working people never know what it is not
to be hungry, who drag out a miserable existence in a perpetual state of semi-starvation.
Many of them live on one meal a day, and
spend almost the last penny they earn each day
for a little rfoe and vegetable, which compose
this only meal, which is eaten about eight
o'c,lock at night, after the day's work is done.
If they can secure steady employment at the
above wages, they mana.ge to exist a few degrees at least above starving conditions, but
the moment •emiployment ceases :starvation
stares them in the face. When a failure in the
rice crop is experienced, famine conditions at
once prevail and thousands of these poor people perish miserably, an inevitable
result,
which present conditions must produce with as
much certainty as the sun rise-s in the east.
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CHAPTER X11I.

Poverty and Practical Mission Work. Review
of General Relief. Evangelistic and
Industrial Missionary Work, an Imperative Need. Our Convictions
After Years of Experience.
For a number of years we had felt the need
of a broad, practical, evangelistic and industria L missionary work in India, -carried -on in
•C-onnectionwith each other. We had planned
definitely to take up such work while la boring
in that field, but were compelled to abandon
the idea at that time on aecount of a failure of
health. We are fully convinced, after years of
experience and intimate contact with the people in almost every phase of life, that the two
above features of God's work in India, must
succe-ed together. The so"ial and financial condition of thousands of India's poor is indescribably distressing. ·The gospel of "Glad tidings"
to the s·piritually oppressed must necessarily
bring witb. it ~ongenial surroundings in other
conditions of commercial and temporal life.
Pure and undefiled religion is to visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction. India is
known as the land of widows, fa th er less and
103
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homeless. To visit such people in their present
state of affliction and poverty without assisting
them, is effort largely wasted. To assist them
temporarily from a state of semi-starvation
and suffering, to a state of ordinary comfort
and contentment, is to give them at once, a
practical demonstration of the Christian religion, disarm their prejudice, and leave them ripe
for the acceptance of a pure and practical gospel. The people in India in order to become
Christians, are obliged in many cases to leave
home and friends, their property all being taken from them, they are driven out into the cold,
cruel world. Their friends desert, and often
beat and stone them, and refuse to give them
a morsel to eat. When convinced of the truth
of the gos'pel, and their need of salvation, they
often say, '' What can we do, we will starve, no
one will give us food or work.'' In their present oppressed and discouraged state, these people are in a poor condition to hear, much less
accept the gospel, unless they can see some
signs of temporal as well as spiritual blessings in it.
One of the most praetical and promising departments, or lines of industrial mission work
would be to purchase a large native village and
convert it as soon as possible into a broad,
Christian industrial enterprise, where native
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converts when becoming Christians, and outcasted and persecuted by their own people,
eould find protection and employment. Where
the poor could find a city of refuge and succor. The object in securing the proprietorship
of these villages, should also be the betterment
of many of these poor farmers, who are practically slaves under their present taskmasters.
Many of thes•e farmers, there is ample reason
to believe, would become Christians as soon as
sufficiently and properly instructed.
The iron
hand of oppression and injustice so common in
that country, could there by be lifted from all
those who came under the influence of these
Christian villages. Instead of taxing the people the usual, heavy and unreasonable rent,
simply enough could be required to keep up
expenses, and assist in building up and establishing a beautiful Christian village, where God
could be worshiped in the beauty of holiness,
and the pe-ople instructed in the ways of life
and salvation. Idol worship, expensive weddings, feasts and all other foolisb. and degrading customs, so commonly indulged in by the
people could be discontinued. T'he people
taught to reverence and worship the true God,
save their money, improve their homes, and
thereby protect themselves against poverty and
famine so common in that country.
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The terrible famines in recent years have had
disastrous effects, and the great problem now
is how to lift that vast population into greater
comfort and independence. We can see no way
except by the spread of useful industries, which
work if wisely and properly conducted, and
carried on in connection with aggressive evangelistic work, presents one of the most promising and fruitful features of the Lord's work
in India at the present day.

CHAPTER XIV.
Close of the Dark Year 1900. Brief Summary
of what had been Accomplished. What
Effect the Famine Had. God Provi. dentially OveITUl.esall. A Present
and Promising Mission Field.
The dark and appalling year 1900 was now
rapidly passing from the scene and was soon to
be recorded among the notable incidents, which
help to swell the black records of Indian history. C.omparatively good and general rains
were experienced during our monsoon period,
and the scorched and barren plains -of India
were again beginning to burst forth with the
products of nature. The heavy clouds of famine were 'beginning to s~atter and hope was
again reviving in the hearts of the pe-ople for a
speedy return of a more prosperous and plentiful period. Our labors in famine rescue work
were now gradually drawing to a close, and we
began for the first time for nearly one year to
feel some relief from the great and pressing
duties of famine rescue work.
The number of famine orphans under our immediate control had increased during the past
year from 110 to nearly 500. Some of these, of
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course died during the year, from the prevailing and contagious epidemics and other incurable diseases, which always and inevitably follow in the wake of famine, some were given to
other missionaries, but fully three-fourths of
the above number recovered entirely from the
effects of famine, and were soon ranked among
that great army of rescued children who were
to become so powerful a factor in future years
in helping to win India to Christ. The total
number of children saved from death and famine, by the different missionaries during the
year 1900 was a bout 10,000. These children entered immediately in to the different Christian
s~hools and orphanages, to be trained f.or
Christ and His cause in India. Thus, were some
of the fruits of this great famine already beginning to appear, and the dark and lowering
clouds, which had hung so heavily over India
for the past y€ar, were now beginning to reveal
a silvery lining. Not only was the providential
hand of God distinctively seen in thus saving
and restoring to health, and ,bringing under the
immediate influence and teaching of His Holy
word, this large company of children, but the
famine had a most effective and far-reaching
influence f-or good in many other ways. The
cruel and rigid laws of ·caste were greatly
weakened and in many cases entirely broken
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during th is famine. Hard hearts were melted
and many opportunities were given for a practical demonstration of the love and beauty and
benevolence of our Christian religion. They
also had an opportunity to see something of the
utter helplessness and inability of their own
gods in rendering them assistance in time of
sore need. The noble and continued and selfsacrificing efforts on the part of missionaries in
helping to save and assist the people, at the utter expense and risk of their own safety, their
health and often their lives, was a living and
lasting testimony, which had a far-reaching effect upon the thinking and intelligent class of
natives. The motive or source, from which was
prompted such unceasing sacrifice, could not
be explained from any standpoint, viewed in
the light of their own hard, heartless and cruel
religion.
A great scission in the social and heathenish
customs of the people, was being made during
this famine, into which the thin wedge of the
gospel was to enter, never to be withdrawn until it has effected a complete overthrow of the
reign of idolatry in India.
While the horrors of famine, in its general.
eff'ects and nature, viewed from a mere human
standpoint, is deplorable indeed, yet God in His
infinite wisdom and mere y looked beyond this
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immediate stage, and saw that only through.
this great and sore calamity, could He break
up the old established forms and practices of
the people, and bring light and salvation to
thousands, who would otherwise never hear nor
heed the admonitions of the gospel.
The adults who died during this famine were
many of them hopelessly entrenched in the
subtle and delusive doctrines of heathenism.
The children who died are safe in b eaven, and
thus safely and forever escaped the influence of
idolatry and heathenism and its consequence.
As we thus paused a moment at the close o,£the
famine to consider and record some of the notable achievements and encouraging effects of
this dark, and otherwise sore calamity of 1900,
we were made to comprehend something of the
Lord's infinite purpos-e in permitting such &
disaster.
Thus we:re the fallow fields of heathenism in
India being broken up, mellowed and prepared
for the reception of the seed of the gospe'l, and
now presents one of the most ripened, promising and providential mission fields to be found
on the face of the earth. .As a nation, her people are practically prostrate at the thresholds
of Christian enlightenment, waiting for the
gospel. May the Lord speedily awaken His
professed church to a full realization of the
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great responsibility which now rests upon her
in helping to bring about the speedy and universal evang·elization of this little oriental, unfortunate and densely populated heathen nation, is the prayer of one whose heart has never
ceased to burn and yearn with an unquenchabl€
love and longing for the salvation of these precious, sin-oppressed and darkened souls.

CHAPTER XV.
Third.Annual Camp Meeting. New Orphanage
Established. Educational and Industrial
Work Prosecuted. Spiritual Development of Children. Their Influence
and Efficiency Increased. Our La,..
bors Rewarded. Rescue Work
Closed.
From Nov. 1st to 8th, 1900, was held our
third annual holiness camp meeting which was
a time of great spiritual refreshing from the
presence of the Lord. A bout thirty-five missionaries from different parts of India gathered
to .attend this little yearly jubilee, held in the
heart of that dark, heathen desert. Much clear,
practical and heart-searching light shone during this meeting, and a number prayed through
into
definite, Bible experiences.
Several
misionarie who had
been eeking deeper experiences, came long distances to attend this meeting. They sought God earnestly
and definitely and obtained glorious experiences. Several bright workers entered our
work at this time, and th.e Lord's continued
blessings signally rested upon every department of the work.
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We had now passed our third yearly milestone in this great work for God and souls in
India, and were pushing forward into the futur.e with much renewed eonfidence and courage. The greatly increased num her of famine
orphans now under our control, and ihe necessary erection of new buildings, ete., had
brought us to a stage in th-e work where it was
considered advisable to divide our large family
and change the home at Raj~Nandgoan into an
institution for girls only,and open a new orphana·ge at Lohara, twenty-four
miles south for
boys. Arrangements for this new project were
speedily consummated and the blessing of the
Lord signally attended the preparations
to
transfer this branch. of our work into that new
field. The native Raja at the above place, being
much pleased at our coming into his district,
donated to the mission ten acres of nic·e land in
a suitable and healthful location for our work.
Substantial and convenient buildings were soon
erected on this land, and a thriving industrial
mission school and orphange was soon on its
feet. This new home was dedicated to God a
few months later free from debt, and with a
family of 150 bright, promising boys, to be
brought up under who le some Ohristian influence.
Our family of children now numbered 300, lo-
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cated at the two respective orphanages. At
both of these institutions industrial work was
taken up and two ,good schools were also organized. We employed from five to seven
Hindi masters the year around, and the expenses of our work now reached about $600
per month. Our children were taught trades
and useful employment, as well as given &
good, common school education. The older children were sent to school a half day each day
and worked at their trades th.e other half.
About twenty were taught the tailoring trade
and were soon able to do most of the sewing
for our large family.
Fifteen were kept busy washing and ironing
and by so doing were able to supply our large
family with clothes neatly washed and ironed,
sufficient to change each Wednesday and Saturday. Brick, tile, basket-making, ·carpentering, farming and gardening were also among
our industries. In connection with this practical, industrial and mental training, the children were also given much regular, religious
instruction each day. The great revival which
so suddenly and wonderfully broke out at
Nagpur, was never permitted to die. The children saved in that meeting developed rapidly
into keen, aggressive little saints, who focused
their prayer.sand efforts immedia.tely upon ev-
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ery newcomer into the home, which was faithfully and persistently continued until every
child was won into the kingdom. Thus a continual revival was kept fanned and flaming and
growing in our midst. Nor we-re their efforts
confined to our immediate mission premises, but
bands of these bright, happy, fire-baptized children accompanied the missionaries to the villages, and bazaar meetings, and into the Zenanas and native homes, testifying
de finitely
with beaming faces and ringing testimonies,
what the Lord had done for them. Thus did
these children grow and increase mightily in influence and in favor with God.
From Jan. 29th to Feb. 2nd, 1902, was held
our second annual Hindi ingathering, a special
four-day's early spring convention, conducted
in the Hindi language for the special benefit of
our orphan children and native Christians. This
meeting was much honored of God, and proved
a great spiritual feast to all who attended. For
many weeks previous to the meeting, both
workers and children had been praying earnestly that the Lord would be present in great
pow-er at this meeting, and would make it a
"time of deep, spiritual enlightenment, both to
the children and the outside heathen world. On
the day preTio us to the meeting, at 9 :30
in the morniD g, our attention was suddenly at-
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tracted by the clear, sweet voices of about one
hundred ·of our orphan boys. They, in company
with two of the workers, had -come in from
Lohara, and on reaching the city, marching
through the main street, they sang in the native language, a soul-stirring hymn, 'We are
going to see the King," in strains that rent the
heavens and filled all the air. It was not many
minutes before nearly one hundred girls and all
the workers had gathered in the front yard to
witness and welcome this large company of
happy boys. A number of heathen had also
gathered along the roadside to watch the boys
and hear them sing as they passed by. On
reaching the home, a happy and lively season
of greeting and rejoicing together, by workers
and children was enjoyed. A number of the
children were brothers and sisters, who had not
met for several months, which also added to the
pleasure and interest of the scene. The boys
were then conducted to their new temporary
quarters, which bad been erected for th em on
the back part of our com pound. The missionaries and children from all the stations were
present, an-d the first meeting was held at 9 :30
the following morning. It seemed to us, a
more beautiful and happy congregation never
filled a churc b.. The wonderful development
and change in the children since our last me et-
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ing was strikingly noticeable. Th-eir ha.ppy
faces beaming with the love and joy of the
Lord, betokened that something more than a
mere exterior change had been going on. The
meeting opened by singing a few familiar
and favorite hynns, into the spirit of which the
children entered with an enthusiasm and delight, intermingled with expressions of joy and
loud amens. The meeting was begun by calling
attention to a few year5 previous, when we a
little company of workers settled in Nagpur,
and began our first work of rescuing poor,
homeless and famishing
children, many of
whom were now before us, intelligent, happy
and healthy children, whose faces were beaming with expressions of gratitude, and whose
hearts and lives had been filled and trans£ ormed by God's wonderful love. .AB we spoke of
the great progress of the work since then, and
the remarkable change in the lives, the mental
and -physical Bondition of the children and how
many of them had been led out into the deep
things of God, many eyes were melted to tears.
Some of the children gave striking and impressive testimonies as to the condition and darkness of their former lives, and praised God with
tears flowing down their cheeks that God had
sent some one to India, to rescue th·em, and that
He had -given them good homes, food and cloth-
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ing, and best of all, His wonderful love in their
hearts.
There was not one dry nor tedious meEtin·g
during the whole special convention, but every
service was free and full of fresh and timely
trnth, and a number of the children were at the
altar, seeking earnestly and definitely the ex.perienc e of holines'S, ten of whom professed to
receive it. Some of the children had charge of
several 0 £ the services, and enjoyed much freedom of the spirit in exhorting the heathen congration to seek and find the Savior whom tbey
bad found. On Sunday afternoon of the, last
day the writer baptized seventeen of the older
~hildren. A large assembly of heathen people
and all our missionaries and orphan children
were present to witness this solemn and impressive scene.
The night services were devoted almost exclusively to the outside heathen friends, of
whom we had an intelligent and attentive congregation every night, who were much interested and impressed with the plain and forcible
truths which were given out. At the close of
the meeting all returned to the:r homes re.
freshed and much encouraged.
The rapid and phenomenal devdopment of
this orphanage work, the very special way in
which God bad owned and blessed it from the
1
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beginning, the remarkable recovery and advancement of many of these children since coming under the influence of these Christian
homes, were indeed gratifying features about
this work, and was convincing proof that we
had made no mistake in taking up so distinctively and aggressively this special line of orphanage work in India. As we looked into the
faces of these 300 bright, happy and talented
children and remembered that but a .few years
previous, many o'f them had been ·poor homeless, helpless little waifs, perishing on the
plains of India and saw w!b.at tb.ey were now,
we were made to rejoice and feel that our labor had not been in vain in the Lord.
These two large orphanages now well on
their feet, suc·cessfully manned by a full staff
of competent and c ons·ecrated missionary workers, the agricultural 'horizon onc·e more freed
from the great and dismal cloud of famine and
the people s·ettled back: into a normal state of
daily life and activity, marked a permanent
clos-e of further efforts in famine relief work.
Our time from this on, was devoted exclusively
to the care and training of the children already
under our cmntrol, and to the preaching of the
gospel to the hungry multitudes who were famishing for the bre a.d of eternal life.

CH APTER XVI.

Our Missionary Helpers Increased. New Milaion Established. God wonderfully Blessing the work. Substantial Improvements Made. Conspiracy to Hinder
God's Work.
A Remarkable Deliverance in Answer to Prayer.
Our little company of four missionaries who
arrived in Bombay at the close of the year 1897,
had now incr,eased to eighteen, a number of
these having come to us from the ranks of popular board missions, railroad conductors, and
bright talented soldiers, from the British military service. These, having all been cle.arly
called and wonderfully anointed for service,
formed a united band of clean, aggressive, firebaptized workers, who were proclaiming a full
gospel over those heathen plains. Our fourth
annual Holiness camp meeting had come and
gone, and we were still planning to make new
inroads into the devil's territory. The work in
the Khairagarh District, a large, new and open
field, twenty-four miles northwest, was beeoming permanently established. The native Raja
at the above place had already donated to the
mission two acres of land, upon which to erect
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a m1ss1on bungalow. Upon these Jlremises, a
temporary house had been completed and the
mission permanently established in the heart of
that heathen district.
Our four mission stations, now successfully manned by a :full corps
of zealous, consecrated and aggressive workers,
encircled a field of several thousand square
imiles,-with a population of at least 700,000
people, a great majority of whom had never
seen a missionary, or heard of a Savior, previous to the establishment of this work in that
field. The Lord's continued blessings rested
u._ponevery branch of the work, and a wholesome, aggressive and united spirit prevailed
among workers and children. As the work grew
and developed, new jmprovements were steadily made. A fine or~hard was set out at Ra.jNandgaon, in which grew many kinds of the
finest tropical fruits, such as oranges, lemons,
bananas, mangoes, guavas, custard apples, etc.
A large well was sunk at each respective orphanage, at a cost of nearly four hundred dollars each. From these wells were irrigated
large gardens, in which grew a great variety of
imported English vegetables, sufficient to qupply these two large families much of the time
during the year. A beautiful brick ch'lpel was
erected on the mission premises, at Raj-N andgaon. This chapel was filled many times with
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large congregation!J, who gathered to hear the
preaching of the word of God, and it became a
great blessing to the work.
This was the only chapel in that country for
at least one hundred miles s·quare. In it was
held our annual Holiness camp meetings, Hindi
Ingatherings, and other public and speci'Ll
meetings, besides from three to four public services weekly. This chapel was erected at a co~t
of $750, the most of which was raised by American children, who with the consent and co-operation o.f their parents, set aside all the eggs
gathered on each Sabbath for one year, the
proceeds of which was to b€ used for mission
purposes. When a sufficient amount of eggs
were collected, they were sold and the money
sent to some central point in .Ameriea, and then
forwarded to us in India, and was used in helping to build this chapel, in which many souls
have been blest and helped to God. Thus did
the children of America, become a great blessing in the hands of God in helping to send the
gospel to the he a then. May the Lord increase
this company of devoted children, who are willing to save their pennies for this noble cause,
rather than spend them for chewing gum and
candy.
During the steady development and growth
of the work at Raj-N andgaon, it became neces.
1
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aary in order to maintain the convenience and
1anitation of this institution, to secure more
land and enlarge our quarters at that place. The
matter had become quite important, and was
taken very definitely to the Lord in prayer.
Two acres of nfoe land, fully suitable to our
needs joined our property at the rear, and was
vacant, and just what we needed. We submitted several applications to the state authorities,
reques,ting that this land be granted to us,
stating plainly the urgency and need of our obtaining the same for the extension and development of our work. The municipality, however,
rejected all of our applieations and at last decidedly refused us the land. The rapid growth
and development of a purely Ohristian and
charitable institution such as ours, in that little
city of base idolatry and false religions, had
awakened a spirit of opposition against us, on
the part of some staunch Hindus and Moham.
medans, a number of whom were members of
the municipality, and as the land which we required was inside the municipal limits, they
had the power to refuse us the land, although
their reasons for doing so, seemed groundless
and unjust. About this time, however, when it
seemed our case was hopeles s, and that further
efforts in this direction would be useless, the
Lord very suddenly and almost miraculously
1
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intervened and deliverance came from a source
much to the humiliation and chagrin of those
who had planned our defeat. The Chief Commissioner of the Central Province, a very noble
and highly honored European gentle man, Sir
Andrew Fraser, who presided over about 13,000,000 people and ranks perhaps a little above
a Governor of a state in .America, suddenly appeared in Raj-N andgaon. The day following
his arrival in that city, his s-ervant, very unexpectedly to us, appeared at our bungalow, with
a basket of choice fruit and a polite invitation
for us to call on this noble gentleman at four
o ',clock the same evening. This act, on the part
of a gentleman of so high rank was very condes-c·ending and unusual. However, we were
impressed that there was something very providential in this whole affair, and we accepted
the invitation, and called upon him that evening with a definite object in view. We knew
that this high Government Official could
veto the action of
the municipality,
in
regard to our land deal, and could grant us the
land over the top of their heads if he so desired.
We called upon him fully prepared to place our
ease befor,e him and invoke his assistance if possible. He made a special note of our case, and
called at our bungalow the following morning,
in company with the Superintendent, of th,
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Nangaon State, who was also President of the
Municipality, saw our need and ordered the
land made over to us at once without delay.
The President of the Municipality, who was a
staunch Mohammedan, and a prominent :figure
in those former meetings to hinder our getting
the land, hastened to his office, ca1led a special
meeting of all the members of the Municipality,
inviting us to be present, and the land was
made over to us, permanently and forever, free
from rent and taxation.
Thus did the Lord
make the wrath of men to praise Him, and ,got
unto Himself much glory out of seeming defeat. This incident became the subject of much
dis1mssion in the city of Raj-N andgaon, and
many Hindus and Mohammedans, aIJd even
some of our worst opposers congratulated m:
heartily over our victory.

OH.APTERXVII.
Principles Upon Which Work Was Pounded
And Conducted. Many Remarkable Answers to Prayer. God's Promises Abundantly Verified. Work Permanently
Est&blished. Valuation of Property.
Amount Received in Seven Years.
God's Divine Approval.

Real activ-e, practical principles of faith are
as little known and as little appreciated, and
practiced, by the professed people of God today, as are many other vital and important issues of ,the word of God. A living faith like all
ather precious pearls of the Bible, is so far beneath the surface that few people are willing
to go down after it. What is generally termed
''The faith line'' is looked upon with contempt
and to actually and practically believe an fl
trust God instead of man, for support and supplies, with which to prosecute His work, is regarded, by many, as a way taken only .by superzealous and somewhat weak-minded people,
who are to be pitied, rather than imitated.
'' Hard scrabble circuits," "bread and water"
and "' shabby" clothing are invariably associated with what is known as "The faith line,"
the very opposite, however is the case, the
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above mislabeled and fruitless conditions, being a product of the "Faithless"
and not 1he
'"faith" line. Defeat or failure in any form
wb.atsoever in the work of God, has no association whatever with faith, but with faithlessness
and unbelief. Faith moves God, unbelief grieves
Him. Faith brings results, unbelief defeats
them. Many enter the ranks of so-called faith
missionaries and home workers, who manifest
and practice more unbelief than faith. ·They
expeiet, prepare and plan for little or nothing
and reap an abundant harvest of their expectations. That there is, however, a genuine, living, active, workable faith, that moves the
great, unchanging heart of God and 'brings
blessed and constant results, under any and all
circumstances, it is the privilege of every child
of God to prov-e. Nothing pleases and glorifies
God more than active, practical faith. Nothing
grieves and limits Him more than faithlessness,
inactivity and unbelief.
With the above strong impressions and c·onvietions vivid in our minds, we were definitely
led to organize and found the work in India, on
pure, practieal principles of faith in God for
all temporal supplies. With twenty dollars in
our pocket we began the immediate prosecution
of this work on the a hove plainly defined principles one wee 'k:after arriving in Bombay. From
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the very first our family and expenses rapidly
increased and inside of six months our regular
cm.rrent expenses exceeded one hundred dollars
per month. This money received in direct
an~wer to prayer, came from many and often
the most uuexpected sources. God faithful to
His promises, supplied bountifully and timely
every increasing need and demand of this
work. His mindfulness and faithfulness to us,
often in the smallest details of the work, was
little short of miraculous. While living in rented property at Nagpur, C. P. it was our regular
custom to pay our rent in advance on the first
day of each month. This rule we had always
been able to promptly and regularly observe.
With almost unerring
regularity, our landlord's tanga, had be·en stopping at our front
gate at eight o'clock in the morning, on the first
day of every month. Not a single time up to
the present, had there been any occasion to interrupt these strict business principles. After
about six months, however, of perfect observance of the above business methods, with not
the slightest delay or interruption, the first day
of the month was now drawing near and we
did not have the money with which to meet this
just and important obligation. We prayed earnestly and waited patiently, but still no a-vaila,.
ble means was at our command. The first da7
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of the month arrived, eight o'clock in the morning came and we had but one dollar in our pocket. At eight o'clock we went into our front
room and sat down prepared to meet our landlord with some kind of an embarrassing apology. We sat there one hour and he did not
come. We waited for two hours and to our
somewhat unexpected surprise and re lief no
landlord ·came. While thus waiting, at 10 :30
a native postman suddenly steppe·d upon our
front veranda and called out, '' Money order
Sahib.'' We went to the door and found money
orders for $200. We joyfully accepted the
money and at two o'clock in the afternoon our
landlord appeared with an apology for his belated arrival, saying that he had been under the
weather, and was not able to come in the morning. We paid him promptly, leaving him in
blissful ignorance of the trial through which we
had just passed, and went on our way rejoicing. The scaffold of apology on which we were
prepared to hang, was filled by another, and
our Lord's miraculous power in immediately
reversing conditions and maHing all things
abound to our good and his highest praise was
cl early seen.
In the further steady and aggressive development of this work, our financial obligations
greatly increased, during which time the Lord
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permitted us to experience many great and varied trials, through which we came with swift
and triumphant victory and deliverance, which
far exceeded the apparent momentary severeness and intensity of the trials. The expenses
of this work increased until our receipts and
expenditures reached betwen $600 and $1,000
per month. Our weekly foreign mail brought
us at times from $500 to $1,100 in one mail.
These great victories, however, were not to be
achieved without s-ome impressive trials. The
Lord permitted us at times to get down to the
last penny and the last pound of rice, with 300
children and a number of native teachers and
other employed help depending upon us for
support. Our two large brick storehouses varied from several thousand rupees worth of
grain and other varieties of provisions, down
to the last bag and the last apparent meal. God,
however, faithful to His promises, never permitted us to sufier hunger, or our large family
to miss a meal. God permitted us at times to
pass down to the lowest stage on the wheel of
faith, that He might lift us the higher and demonstrate more brilliantly and blessedly His unfailing ability and faithfulness to answer prayer. For a number of months at one time we
had passed along with scar" ely a financial jar
or ripple upon the business tide of our work.
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Suddenly for some cause money ceased coming
in, and for several weeks, we faced what seemed
to be an inevitable crisis. Almost the last pound
of provisions had been gleaned from our storehouses and prepar·ed for the children. Our
treasury was entirely empty, the last penny
having been drawn that day with which to purchase s-ome necessary article. Our foreign mail,
which only arrived onee a week wa~ not due
for several days, and we again found ourselves
in the midst of a dilemma from which there
seemed to be no immediate, possible d-eliverance. Our foreign mail was of course due in a
few days, but we had no assurance that relief
would come from that source. With this trial
now becoming intens·ely hot and the enemy
pressing sore upon our heels, we were still upon our knees earnestly imploring God and
-pleading His unfailing ability to bring help,
even at this time of apparent hopelessness and
impossibility. While thus earnestly holding on
to God, in humility, faith and hope, we were
suddenly surprised at four o'clo·ck in the evening by a telegram from the manager of the
Chartered Bank of Calcutta, saying that he had
been instructed by cablegram from America to
pay us $500 and waited our instructions.
We
replied immediately and the money was forthcoming at once, and we again passed down and
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out with hearts made glad, and with not the
smell of fire on our garments .
.At another time of special need, when there
seemed to be no visible prospects whatever of
present help, the writer went to the postoffice
and was handed a small, flimsy letter, which
seemed to contain nothing of any importance.
When opened to our utter astonishment we
found it ,contained a check from the American
Consul at Bombay, for $170. Another time we
were in need ,of means. The writer was suddenly called away from home, but very much
disliked to leave during the present financial
distress. We prayed M.rnestly and definitely
that if it could be the Lord's will He would
send help before the time came for us to leave.
The time for our departure arrived. With grip
in hand and with suppressed emotion, we bade
wife and children good-bye and as we stepped
from the door, was met by the native postman
with a money order for several hundred rupees,
which brought immediate relief and filled our
hearts with praise and deep gratitude for His
great and constant goodness.
The above are but a few of the many striking and remarkable instances of how God faithfully and constantly supplied every need of
this work for seven long years, durin,g which
time the work became permanently established
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on solid, business basis, with four mission stations free from debt, with property valued at
$10,000. The amount received and expended
in the prosecution of the above work in seven
years was about $40,000, all of which was received in direct answer to prayer, and as overwhelming proof of God's divine approval upon
practical, aggressive faith principles, in a work
conducted wholly to His glory and in obedience
to His blessed will and word.

CHAPTER

xvm.

Our Retirement From the Field. God's Pur·
poses Made Plain. Call to Greater Work.
Headquarters Established. Plans and
Principles of ·School. Name and Object of Work. Your Prayers
Coveted.
After seven years of hard and continuous
labor, with much heavy responsibility upon
him, the writer was compelled, owing to a complete breakdown in physical health, to resign
his position as Superintendent of this work and
return to America. This apparent strange and
unexpected providence, which rendered our remammg on the field longer, under present
physical conditions, impossible, came as a great
and unexpected surprise, and resulted, in what
up to the present had been the farthest from
our anticipations, namely the permanent abandonment of present labors upon the foreign
field. God's special purposes and providence,
however, in thus calling us so suddenly from a.
work whi,ch we loved so well, was later made
unmistakably plain to us in the revelation of"
His will concerning our entering upon a much
more broad and far-reaching work of evangelis184
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tic and missionary work throughout the whole
wide world. It was our original intention to
return and resume labor in central India just
as soon as health would permit. After three
years of earnest and prolonged prayer over the
matter, the Lord showed us plainly and definitely that it was not His will f.or us to return
and take up permanently missionary labors on
any foreign field, but that we were to found
and prosecute practical and aggressive missionary training school and evangelistic work h1
America, where young people could be trained
and fitted for clean, aggressive, radical mission•
ary work throughout
the whole wide world.
The writer, whose heart has never ceased to
burn with an unquenchable love and longing
for the salvation of precious, sin-oppressed and
darkened souls in heathen lands, hopes to visit,
personally, with bands of aggressive workers,
many of the darkest and most forsaken foreign
fields and assist in establishing and prosecuting
zealous and aggressive
missionary
work
throughout the same.
This work has now been thoroughly organ•
ized and founded and duly incorporated, under
the state laws of the state of Indiana, with
headquarters established in the city of Terre;
Haute, Ind. God's divine approval has already
most signally attended the preparations for the
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immediate prosecution of this work. A very
signal token of His seal and blessing upon th~
beginning of this aggressive miss1onary training enterprise, was in the giving us a remarkably suitable and ideal location and property
for our school and headquarters.
By a very special and divinely ordered providence, a fine $8,000 property was put into our
hands for $4,000, in one of the best and most
suitable locations in the city of Terre Haute.
See above cmt. Our school has already been
opened with a number of bright students, who
are preparing for the work. One noteworthy
and encouraging incident, is the fact that the
first two students who entered this school are
feeling a special call to go as missionaries to
India.
This work is to be conducted on broad, pract1cal faith principles, and is open to students of
any denomination, regardless of name or nation, creed or color, who feel the need of practical experience and training for the work of
God. No student will be barred on account of
a lack of means with which to pay their expenses. Those who have means and are able to
do so, may give toward the support of the work
as the Lord directs. Tb.ose who have no m~ans
are equally welcome and will be given <'X&ctly

No. 33.-Missionary
School and Training

Holiness
Alliance
Bible
Home, 1008 7th Ave., Terre .
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the same privileges in the school as those who
have.
Our present property consists of three large
city lots of 180 feet frontage, in the center of
which stands the above building. This building
has now proven to be entirely inadequate to
meet the demands of our work, and afford accommodation for the students who want to attend the school. We are planning to erect a
large dormitory, school building and chapel
eom bined on our corner lot, Seventh Avenu~
and Tenth Street, just as soon as sufficient
funds for this purpose can be raised. Friendg
who desire a share in helping to erect this
building, and thus afford a practical missionary training
sC'hool, where workers can be
qualified and fitted for home and foreign fields,
can forward their funds to us for this purpose
at once. Any sums, however small or great will
be thankfully received and will be appliea i!t1mediately on this mission building fund. This
building is to be erected as a Memorial Missionary Training School Building, in commemoration of those two great famines, and
that people whom we love, and for whom we
gave nearly eight years of our lives. Our work
on that field was abandoned on account of &
complete loss of health. This work is now taken up as a perpetuation of that work and in in•
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teres t of a mueh more broad and far-reaching
line of home and foreign, evangelistic and missionary work through out the world.
This work has been organized and incorporated under the name of '' The Missionary Holiness Alliance," a clean, aggressive, interdenominational Holiness missionary movement,
founded upon thoroughly orthodox and evangelical basis, having for its motto, the speedy
evangelization of the whole wide world. We solicit the prayers and co-operation of all who
are interested in the above described practical,
aggressive, home and foreign evangelistic ah.d
missionary training enterprise.
For further information and advice, write
the author at 1008 Seventh Ave., Terre Haute,
Indiana. We are prepared to fill cal ls in any
part of the country for stirring and practical
lectures on India.
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